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INTRODUCTION

I.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

In the year 1625» in response to an inqoiry from Philip IT of Spain 
concerning the parts and merits of Juan Rmiz de AlareSn y Mendoza, the 
Royal Cornell of the Indies had reported

o.«that, fey virtme of certain papers presented by D« Jman, it ap«» 
pears that he studied at the University of Salamanca and graduated 
therefrom in 1602 with a bachelor’s degree in Canon and Civil lawj 
and having returned to his native Mexico received the degree of 
licentiate from that university» He sought a professor’s chair, 
reading in competition on different occasions, his performance 
feeing approved generally by reason of his great brilliance» He 
obtained the post of lieutenant to the eorrigedor of that city/®' 
and, in the absence of his superior, exercised his office with 
approbation, sentencing many eases, and winning as a judge the high 
regard of those at the residency. Practicing in the Royal Courts 
of Mexico, he served on several commissions, giving a good account 
of himself. His father was one of the mine operators of Tasco, 
one of those whose labors have resulted in augmenting the public

1. ■ The Council would seem to be in error. Alarcon apparently per
formed the office of a "teniente de Oorregidor,# but without that title. 
See Julio Jimdnez Rueda, Juan Ruiz de Alarcon y su tiempo (Mexico, If39)» 
pp. fB-ff.
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fundsj and his grandfather was one of the first eolonists to arrive 
in lew Spaino The council has always been satisfied of his learn® 
ing and cognizant of his talents| and although by his parts he 
merits a judgeship in one of the lower court's, the corporal defect 

that he has proscribes it, such a handicap being too great for one 
who must represent so much authority. But of any other office 
whatever, whether it be an ecclesiastical prebendary in the Indies 
or a relatery in one of the ministries of the Court, he is to be 
considered deserving, and he will give a good account of himselfj 
for his abilities and his learning are such that Tour Majesty may

9employ him in either of the aforementioned offices.
This concise report by Jllarcon’s first biographers,, commendable in 

its way, neglects any mention of the subject’s age, and subsequent re
search has failed to establish his birthdate to the satisfaction of all. 
Few records were kept in the lew Spain of the sixteenth century, and 
fewer still have survived the passage of so many years. One estimate, 
widely accepted and apparently based on testimony given the Casa de
Contratacion.; in Seville by two of j|lare6n’s acquaintance just prior- '   -
to the poet's departure for Mexico in 1666, would indicate that he was 
born either in 1580 or 1581.^ Several of Alarcon's biographers, among

to Report of the -Real Consejo de las Indias, ' quoted in Jimenez, 
pp. 275-276.

3. Jimenez, p. 15°



them Luis Feraandez-Guerraj,oias© Reyes,^aad Carles Castro Leal,^sub
scribe closely to the above approximate date, with Julie JimSnez Rueda
dissentingo The latter would have him on the scene somewhat earlier — -

1perhaps as much as seven years.
But if a certain amount of doubt obtains as to the time of Alar

con' s birth, and even some tinge of suspicion that he may have been
O

born in Taxco rather than in the city of Mexico itself as he has asserted, 
as to the nobility of his birth there can be no doubt. HarcSn’s genealogy, 
of which he was so intensely proud, was an illustrious one. His father, 
Pedro Ruiz de Alarc&a, was a descendant of $he commander Ferran Martinez 
de Cevallos, who took Harc^n from the Moors in 1177, and of Garcia Ruiz 
de AlareSa, who defended the house of Trastamara against that of Lancaster 
and who conquered the forces of the English Prince Henry in 1390. His 
mother claimed descent from the noblest house in all Spain, the lendozas, 
who were lords of Ganete; conquerors of Jyatequera, Guadix, and Granada;

if. Fern^ndez-Guerra, author of a monumental biography of Alarcon
published in 1871, states in one place that AlarcSn's age in 1606 could 
not have exceeded twenty-three years. See Luis Fernandaz-Guerra y Grbe,
L. Juan Ruiz de Alarcbn, extracto con nuevos documentos y datos, ed.
Alfonso Teja Zabre (leaded©, 1939), p. 32. ~"

5. See Alfonso Reyes, Ruiz de Alaredn, Teatro, 2nd ed. (Madrid,
1903), p. vii.

6. See Carlos Castro Leal, Juan Ruiz de Alarcon, su vida y sm 
©bra (Mexico, 19k2), p. 22.

7. See JimSnez, pp. 1 -̂16.
1. JimSnez, pp. 17=18.
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viceroys of the Indies? and masters of Arameo. Of Alarcon1s more immed
iate forebears, it is known that his parents and his grandparents before 
them had resided in Taxe© for many years, both families having located
there abomt the year 1S>35 and having been known always as persons Ron-

1©rradas v nrinciBales.R Bon Pedro Ruiz de Alarcon, as stated earlier
in the quotation from the report of the 'Real Consejo de las Imdias,
was a mine operator in Taxco. He must have remained there with his family
until sometime around 15)81, when the family removed to Mexico. The move
was necessitated by the fact that the Taxco mines had begun to play out

11several.years earlier, operations coming to a virtual halt by 15S1.
Of jpLareda's childhood and early education nothing is known." He

entered the University of Mexico in the last decade of the sixteenth
century. An institution blessed at its founding with all the Salamamean
privileges and pomp, the university had damaged in some fifty years1 time

12to become a good copy of its model. Mo clear record of the date of
AlarcSn’s entry into the university has been found, but it is known that
he served as witness for his brother Gaspar when the latter was matriculated 

in 159U.13
' In 1600, almost at the point of attaining his baccalaureate in Canon 

Law, AlarcSn suddenly departed for Salamanca to' secure his degree and con-

, i» Reyes, p. xx
10. Jimenez, p, 10.
11. Jimenez, p. 17.
12. Reyes, in prologue to Los Favores del mundo by Alarcon, ed.. 

Pedro Henriquez Urena (Mexico, 1922), p. 1$.
13. Jimenez, p. 16.



tinme his studies there» The family was in financial straits at this time, 
and the money to. finance the undertaking is believed to have materialized 
through am educational endowment left by a relative in Spain to an unstip
ulated member of the family,"^Why Juan should have been the one chosen to 
benefit by the fund is not known, Juan had four brothers, and if the birth 
date 1^81 is correct dr nearly so, only one should have been younger than 
he. Perhaps the family felt that nature had been unkind enough in making 
Juan tiny and hunchbacked, and that granting him this opportunity would be 
some measure of recompense. On the other hand, if Jimenez Rueda is correct 
in thinking that Juan was older and was a second son, his right to the en
dowment becomes more apparent, Juan’s father was growing old and infirm, 
thus obliging the eldest brother to stay home and take care of the family, 
and leaving Juan next in line for the money,^Alarcon may be drawing on his 
own past when he has Don Beltran say regarding his son Garcias

,,.it was my aim 
That Bon Garcia follow on the road 
Of letters as a means to men's acclaim;
For, coming as he did a second son,
That door had been the best through which to win 
An entrance to the honors of the world (I, ii, II. 36-I4I)

The University of Salamanca, like all other Spanish institutions 
of learning of the time had been moulded under the auspices of the Church. 
It had become the great center of humanist activity when Spain awoke to the 
Renaissance, and.at the time of Alarcon's arrival it could boast of having

Ifto Castro, pp. 22-23«
l5. Jimenez, p. b$



over five thousand.students* Whether the professors themselves boasted of 
very many of these students is another matter, for the carefree and riotous 
life led by the students at Salamanca was proverbial »"*"̂ 41arcon' s part 
in the student frolics.and pranks is not known* Castro Leal is sure that
his merry and mischievous nature would have led him into the thick

17of the fray* Jimenez Rueda is equally confident that his timidity and
1Ahis figure would have worked together to keep him entirely out of it*

In either case, it is certain that JilarcSn was a keen observer of student 
life in Salamanca. One of his first plays. La Cueva de Salamanca, treats 
of student pranks and disorders, and La Verdad sospechosa ddpends on a 
particular trait of the Salamancan student for its principal character 
and plot involvement*

Alarcon was granted his baccalaureate in Conon Law shortly after 
his arrival in Salamanca in the fall on 1600* In 1602 he was granted 
a similar degree in Civil Law, continuing his studies until 160£, by 
which time he had completed all courses requisite to the licentiate 
degree.^He was never to receive this degree from the University of 
Salamanca, probably because such degrees involved the expenditure of 
a greater sum of money than AlarcSm possessed. Besides the fees due 
the university and the cost of the rather elaborate and minutely pre-

16. See Jimenez, pp. 56-57. 
17* Castro, p. 2lt.
18. Jimenez, p. 58.
19* Castro, p. 21*.



scribed dimmer that was a part of graduation, the candidate was also
obliged to distribute perquisites to all those active in the ceremony «*-
head of the department, patron, examiners, beadles, master of ceremonies,

20and even the bell ringers of the cathedral.
A,s it was possible for Bachelors of Law to practice at that time,

and as there was nothing further for him in Salamanca, Alarcon moved
to Seville, where he established himself in practice. Gateway to the
New World, and only port authorized to traffic with the remote Indies,
the seething commercial center of Seville was a good place for a young 

21lawyer, family connection with the influential "Don Gaspar Euiz de Mon
toya, who had borne part of the expense of Alarcon’s studies, offered

22a further and possibly major inducement for the move.
/Little is known of Alarcon's life in Seville. There were, several

theatres in the city, and it may be that it was here his interest in
writing for the stage was awakened. It is known that he participated
in a gala fiesta at San Juan de Alfaraehei near Seville in 1606. There
he presented the first of his poetry of which there is any record —  a
redondilla and four decimas ’’consoling a lady who is sad because her

23hands perspire so.”
In l608, following a decision made the previous year, Alarcon sailed

20. For the formula in greater detail, see Jimenez, pp. 5k-$6.

21o JimSnez, p. 61.

22. Jimenez, p. 6?.
23. Reyes, p. 26?.
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homeward from Sevilles disembarking at ?era.cruz in August of that year.
Early in 1609, after sueeessfully eompletimg examinations at the University

2kof Mexico* he obtained the degree of Licentiate of Laws. Although the
way seems to have been left open for him to realize his doctorate*' Alarcon
never attained that degree. Why he did not is net known. Although the
expenses of a doctorate amounted to over 3*000 pesos* money seems not to
have been the deterrent in this ease* since the university had approved

26a petition by Alarcon for a graduation '̂ without pomp,**'
Later in the year 1609 Alarc6m read in competition successively

for two professorial chairs at the university. Brilliant though his
presentations had been* he. was doomed to disappointment because of the

student electoral system then in practice.• The elections amounted to a
sort of popularity contest* with bribes and threats dispersed among the

27students as added inducements to loyalty. The grotesque and misshapen 
little figure that was AlarcSn’s was net such as to bring instant popu
larity. Besides* he could offer no bribes* and he was in no position to 
threaten. Disillusioned* Alarc6n found that merit was not always the best 

means to attainment.
But virtue demonstrated itself to be* in some measure at least* its 

own rewarder a few months later. Practicing law in the Aadiencia Real*

2k« Canon and Civil. Castro* p. 29.
25« EernAmdez-Guerra* p. ii5
26. Eernfindez-Guerra* p. I8k«
27« Jimenez* p. 96.



AlareSa had been siiigled omt -by the eerregider of Mexico, Garei Lopez
28del Espinar, to serve as his lientenant, though without that title« 

Whether or not Alarcon thus early entertained the thought of writing 
professionally for the stage, it is believed that he must have been 
working on at least two of his comedies at this times La ffiaeva de Sala
manca, which he had. begun in Spain; and El Seme jante a sf mismo, thought

29to have been written almost entirely in Mexico« During this period, 
too, Alarcon must have attended the presentations at the Casa de las

30Comedias, a theatre which had been in existence in Mexico since 1597•
In 1613 Alarcon once again tried for a professorial chair at the 

university, and again he failed. As both his parents were mow deceased 
and as his friend the corregidor's term of office was expiring, there re
mained few ties to hold him in Mew Spain .^Ambitious ever, and author
ized and possibly financed by his brother Pedro, who was vicar of a 
village near Mexico, Alarcon set out for Spain a second time.. His mis
sion was to seek preferment for them both at the court in Madrid. They 
felt that the Grown had been too chary of the benefices it had bestowed 
upon a family that had labored .to extract so many ingots of silver for 
the coffers of Spain.

28. See above, first note p. i.

2fo Castro, pp. 32-33.
30. Rodolfo Usigli, Mexico en el teatro (Mexico, 1932), p. 31.

31. Jimenez, p. 108.
32. JimSnez, p. 107.



Alarcoa had socially prominent relatives in Madrid, and one very
influential friend on whom he counted most for assistance in his suit—
Don Luis S p  Velasco, president of the Council of the Indies, and son
of a former viceroy of Mexico who had served as witness at the wedding 

^  33of Alarcon’s parents. The anticipated succor of friend and relatives 
proved to he ineffectual or not forthcoming, however. Few doors opened 
to him, none of them the right ones. The right ones, he found, were 
opened with money, and he had no more than enough to live on. Time 
passed, his purse grew shorter, and Alarcon began to write plays. At 
that time the comedia was the only remunerative genre, each piece bring
ing from ^00 to 600 reals .^Whether the money motive alone prompted his 
entry into the dramaturgical field is,a matter of some dispute. Fernan- 
dez-Guerra, while acknowledging that times were hard for lawyers in 
Madrid and that Alarcon was in pecuniary straits, avers that the hunger 
factor was subordinate to a master plan to achieve distinction through 

his genius and in consequence the preferment of the king.-^
It is not known which of Alarcon’s plays was the first to be pre—. 

seated or when. Las Paredes oyen, one of the best known of Alarc6n’s 
comedies, reached the stage in lSl7°^The first of his plays of which

33o Jimenez, pp. 91 and 98.
3ko Jimdnez, p. 129«
3$o Fernandez-Guerra, pp. $6-*~>l.

36. Dastro, p. 38.



there is any record of initial presentation* it ctrald hardly have been 
one of the first written* It is a definite departare from his earlier
imitations of the comedies of Lope de Vega* creator of the recently
developed national theatre of Spain and so-called ^Fenix de los Ingenios ° 
Beginning as a disciple of Lope's* AlareSn was to end as his literary 
antipode«

In daring to oppose himself to the dramatic idol of the day —  more 
than that* for Lope had become am institmtion —  Alarcon thereby laid' 
himself bare to the acerb and often barbarous criticism of his contem
poraries * a good deal of which was directed at his figure rather than 
his theatre» Nature's potter* in the moulding of Alarcon’s vessel of 
sentient elay^ had not been merely careless and niggardly* but positively 
sadistic. One of his less unfavorably disposed contemporaries writes 
about him in this manners MThere is in Madrid a tiny fellow* with two 
humps of equal size* called Don Juan Ruiz de Alarcon* witty and well- 
spoken. Luis vSlez said he looked as though he were cushioned with 
melons * and that when he saw him at a distance he did not know whether

9 #  ihe was coming or going.His principal defects* then* were his humps5
one on his chest and one on his back.

37. Jimenez*' p. 132.
38. Jimenez* pp. 135-136.
39. Reyes* p. xii.
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To describe him further, Alarcon had *a coarse, bright-red beard
and the sear left by a wound on his right thumb,*^amd was so tiny that
when he stood on the running hoard of a coach, only his head was visible
at the window.^"No authentic portrait of him remains. That preserved
in the parish church of Santa Prisea in Taxco, a supposed likeness widely
adapted by Alarcon's biographers, is a late eighteenth century work
probably painted entirely from the imagination.

Poets, the usages of their day perhaps extenuating their cruelty,
sought to outdo each other in satirical poems and epigrams on the theme

’ of Alarcon's deformities. Salas Barbadill© criticized his ^rolling
style," affecting to excuse him on the grounds that he “had a bolus on
each side to roll with. w^Tirso de Molina, in spite of having been a

kkfriend of Alaredn's, called him "a poet between plates,'* and Antonie 
de Mendoza dubbed him “Satire of the Muses.'* Perez de Montalvan likened 
him to «a man who seems not yet to have left the embryonic stage,'t^and

kQ<- Reyes, p. xii.
itl. JimSnez, p. 188.
k2a Arthur L. Owen ed. La Verdad sospechosa (Boston, 1928), 

p. viii.
U3o JimSnez, p. 18?.
kk. Reyes, p. xiii.
k5= Reyes, p. xiii.
k6. Reyes, p. xiii.
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Velez de Guevara eharaeterized him as a ndrarf camel with a hump»M Qaevedo,
most spiteful of them all, called him among other things Ma turtle with
a cloak,M #a pair of atabals," and a monkey with a "breast swollen like 

!,£false testimony," Others were, equally complimentary, Neither the public 
nor the poets appreciated him. Jtlarcdti's plays, unique in their ehaste- 
mess and simplicity of style, their strong moral sentiment, their often 
prosaic scenes, and their studied character analysis, were not under
stood at the time and only provided farther ammunition for the slings 

of his adversarieso
Though A l a r c o nis plays were not universally popular, they did ac

complish two immediate ends for their author —  they earned him his bread, 
and they established his genius. Compared to the tremendous production 
of the deus ex machine of the Spanish theatre, Lope de Vega, Alarcon’s 
output seems small. Lope was a man in his seventies when Alarcon came, 
on the scene in Madrid, and his pieces had long since numbered above a
hundred.^AlarcSn's production amounted to about twenty-five comedies

5©at the close of his active period in 1626. His most famous comedy.

La Verdad sospechosa, was probably written just prior to the death of
5>XPhilip III of Spain in 1621, although no exact chronology of Alarcon’s

S5U Castro, p. ILL.
I4.80 Castro, p. ill. 
k9» JimSnez, p. 132.
50. Several chronologies have been arranged. A discussion of these, 

and the bases on which they are made may be found in JimSnez, pp. 1$1-1$8.
51. JimSnez, p. Ifl.
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DCplays can be made.
In the spring of 1625 Alarcon directed a new memorandum to the

king, reminding him that he had for eleven years sought office at the
court) and -supplicating that he be given employment worthy of his letters
and profession. The king asked for the mind of the Consejo de las In°
diaS) and in accordance with the suggestion of the Council* Alarcon
was awarded a position as relator within that body. He wrote no new
plays after his appointment. Endless preparation of briefs and tiring
hours of reading before the court left him neither time nor energies

53for such endeavor.
In 1628 J,larc6n published the first part of his collected comedies* 

dedicating them to the Du qua de Medina de las Torres* a preeminent state 
figure of the day and a patron very likely instrumental in securing 
for Alarcon his position in the Council. The plays included in this 
First Part had been badly treated by the public. The poet's prologue* 
addressed to the «savage beast" that was the audience expresses his 
contempt of their opinions and implies a willingness to await his vin
dication by posterity.^The comedies comprising the First Part ares

La Industrie y la smerte*
Los Favores del mundo*
Las Paredes eyen*

52. Jiminez* p. 156.

53. Jimenez, p. 278.
5A° Alarcbn's prologue to the First Part is given in Fernamdez- 

Guerra* p. l5li
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El Semejante a sx mismo.
La Cueva de Salamanca5
Mudarse por me|>orarse,
Todo es ventara)
El Desdiciiado en fingiro

Publication of the Second Part was undertaken in 163k* Sales of
the First Part had not gone well enough to warrant a new publication,
but ̂ larc6n had received a strong impetus from another source <, ElTeje-
dor de Segovia, La Verdad sospechosa (under the title El Mentiroso),
and El Examen de maridps, three of 'jllarc6n*s finest pieces, had been
published in Aragon and spuriously attributed to Lope de Vega. It was
from the pirated La Verdad sospechosa in one of these editions that
Corneille so freely drew the materials for his Le Memteur, the play which

-  %
laid the foundations of classical French comedy in l6bke Following are 
the comedies comprising the Second Part:

Los Empenos de urn engano,
El Dueno de las estrellas.
La Jjnistad castigada.
La langanilla de Melilla,

Ganar amigos.
La Verdad sospechosa,
El Anticristo,

55= George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature, lith ed. (Boston, 
1891), II, 39l+o
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El Tejedor de Segovia,
Los Pechos privilegiados s 
La Prueba de las promesas^
La Craeldad. por el honor ?
El Examen de maridos.

Several other plays were published separately at various times, 
among them the following:

La Culpa busca la pena,
lo hay mal que por bien mo venga,

Quien mal anda mal aeabaj 
Quien engana mas a quien, and •
Siempre ayuda la verdad.^

After his appointment as relator, Alarcon, was at last able to es
cape the poverty he had known throughout his student years and his twelve 
years as a pretendiente (iffice-seeker), at the courts of the third and 
fourth Philips. Probably he was happier during the last years of his
life than he had ever been. He lived in a house on the Calle de las

57Urosas, he' was respected, he had a coach, and he had two servants.

f6. Titles and their arrangement are as given in Jimenez, p. 152• 
For plays on which Alarc6n may have worked in collaboration with Tirse 
de ffiolin© and others, see Fernandez-Guerra, p. l5k«

. *
57o Owen, p. xiv.



Apparently he lived quietly and circumspectly* indulging in few social
activities of any kind. His size and deformity would seem to preclude
his ever having "been either a favorite with the women or am accomplished
swordsman* yet Fernandez-Guerra infers from some source* probably the
satirical poems of Alarcon's rivals* that he was both, AlarcSn* he
asserts* loved often and was requited* although the identity of his
secret love was never disclosed, Jimenez Eueda suggests that Angela de
Cervantes* mother of Alarcon's illegitimate daughter Lorenza* may have

59been this secret love. He adheres* however* to the more credible view
that Alarc6n's intimate knowledge of the fair sex was slight*, and judges

60the poet's feminine characters to be the worse because of it.
After twelve years of good and faithful service as a relator in 

the Royal Council of the Indies* Alarc6n's health* never robust* began 
to decline sharply. He was so frequently absent from work in 1638 that 
a substitute was appointed to serve in his absence —  a substitute who

S3.was to serve unrelieved through the first seven months of the year 1639,
During his final months Alarcon was confined to his house and saw

no one but his servants* a neighbor or two* and a few friends. On August
691* 1639* in full possession of his faculties* he made his will. Three days

58, Fernandez-Guerra* p. 65=

59- JimSnez* p. 217«
60, Jimenez* p« ll5»
61, JimSnez* p, 296,
62, The will in its entirety is given in Reyes* pp, 155-160,
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later he passed away. His body was interred in San Sebastian, his parish 
church. Other poets were honored with odes and panegyrics when they 
died, bmt not so with JtlarcSm. He had been gone too long from the liter
ary scene even to be missed. Jose Pellicer, a chronicler of the day, 
seems to have made the one passing mention of the poet’s death which 
found print. The statement, which might have served as Alarcon’s epi
taph, read to this effect: . . .

Juan Ruiz de AlareSn has died —  a poet famous for his comedies 
as well as for his humps, and Relator in the Council of the Indies

63. Castro, pp.",52-53o
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II
,■ THE THEATRE IN MADRID

The Spanish theatre of the seventeenth eentrmy was a genuinely
popular institution supported by an enthusiastic audience composed of
people from all walks of society- Ticknor has said that it was a more
truly national theatre than any th&t has been produced in modern t imes
It was3 as Jimenez Rueda puts it, Ra theatre created by the people for
the people.w^In 161  ̂there were fifteen licensed playing companies in

66Spain, of which three or four were represented in Madrid. Constant and
growing demand for new plays brought an increase in playwrights out of
all proportion to their increase in other countries. By 1632 there

67were seventy-six dramatic poets living in Castile alone.
Spain’s first permanent theatres, a natural outgrowth of the ear

lier corrales, began to appear about the time of Alarcon’s birth. In 
the two principal theatres in Madrid, the planks that formed the stage 
rose only slightly above the level of the courtyard wherein it was erected, 
and there was no separate orchestra, the musicians coming to the front

6I4.. Ticknor, p. 536. 
65° Jim6nez, p« 131. 
66. Jimenez, p. 131. 
67° Ticknor, p. 536.
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68of the stage when needed. A. few benches placed immediately in front
of the stage afforded the best places for those who bought single tickets. .
In the open area behind these the mosqneterfa (^musketeers1' —  so-called
perhaps because they were massed like infantry or because of the verbal
volleys they continually fired) stood throughout the performance. The
mosqueteros were by far the rudest and most vociferous element of the '
audience3 and it was largely upon their approval or displeasure that

69the success of a play rested. These threw rotten fruit and vegetables.
70when displeased and occasionally even a shoe. Behind this portion of the 

respetable Senado were rising rows of seats called gradas for the 
men, and behind them the cazuela (stewpan), a species of gallery where
the common women were enclosed. Men and women were always separated

71publicly, and separate entrances and stairways were provided.
On the sides of the second and third floors of the structure which

surrounded all this were the boxes, variously called aposentos, ventanas,
72celosfas, or desvanes, depending on their type and situation. In the 

earlier corral theatres these had been vantage points from windows and 
balconies of houses adjacent to the stage, ladies, often masked, came 
to view the plays from aposentos and ventanas, but were allowed to at

68. Ticknor, p. $23°
69° Ticknor, p. $23~$2h*
70. JimSmez, p. lU6.
71. Ticknor, p. $2k°
72. Castro, p. 57.
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73tend only when accompanied by their fathers9 hasbands, or brothers.
The general admission price was about a half real, tickets for the 

sections furnished with bancos and gradas running somewhat higher. 
itposentos were obtainable at fourteen to sixteen reals, those on the

74top level being the more expensive. These were often rented from year
to year by the same families. Some of them were lavishly appointed, and
the wealthy paid a lavish price to retain them> sometimes as much as

7<300 ducats annually. It was considered a distinction to have free access 
to the theatre, and a heavy tribute was exacted from those who felt it 
necessary to hold the honor. Those who paid at all paid twice —  once at 
the outer doer and again at an inner one, Hwhere am ecclesiastic collected
■ 76what belonged to the hospitals, under the gentler name of alms.*

The stage itself was not as deep as a modern stage, but it was rather
77 73wide. It was raised just high enough to permit the use of trapdoors.

At the very back of the stage was an arrangement of two doors at stage 
level, sometimes with a curtained recess between them, and a gallery over
head. "^This gallery might serve as anything from my lady's balcony to the

73o Castro, p. f>7»

74° Castro, p. 59°
7$. Castro, p. 59, 300 ducats equaled 3,300. reals.
760 Ticknor, p. 525°
77° Hugo A- Rennert, The Spanish Stage in the Time of Lope de 

Vega, (Mew Yorlg, 1909), p. 84° ’ ”

78. Castro, p. 59°
79° Castro, pp. 59-60.
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battlements of a besieged castle. Besides the two doers mentioned, the stage
also had lateral entrances, and side doors to the vestuario, or dressing
room, provided still other means of entering or leaving the stage. The
vestuario occupied space behind the sides and back of the stage and was

80separated from it by curtains or canvas. .
Although curtains were hung at the back and along the sides of the 

stage, apparently there was no front curtain. The curtains, which were 
of green baize,, upon occasion were arranged so that the audience could

Q - i

see behind them. Those at the back could be drawn aside to represent
goa tent, chapel, bedchamber, or whatever else might be needed.

tS'tage properties were few and consisted mainly of such items as
tables, chairs, a. throney.a' dais, ladders.ycand various kinds of; arms.®^
Trees, fountains and distant houses were crudely represented on painted
pasteboard and cloth, generally with little or no attempt to create
an illusibn of reality. _

Scene divisions as we know them were totally unknown. If the stage .
was unoccupied for a moment and players came on stage through another

85entrance, a change of scene had to be imagined by the spectator. Change 
of - costume was another way of indicating change of scene, but the spec-

80. Rennert, p. lit.
81. Cervantes, quoted in Rennert, p. 81*.

82. Rennert, p. 81*.

83. Castro, p. 60.

81*. C.§ŝ rp., p. SO.......
85. Adolf F. von Schack, quoted in Rennert, p. 86.



tator had to make generous use of his powers of imagination and was
often dependent upon some slight reference in the dialogue at the begin-

86ning of a scene to tell him where he was.
Absence of decoration was counterbalanced by the splendid and costly
costuming of the actors and actresses. .Expenditures for costumes were
tremendouss the cost evidently being borne by the impresarios and the

87players themselves. Costumes were generally in the contemporary fashion
irrespective of the time or clime of the action. According to Tickher,
•’Coriolanus was dressed like Don John of Austria, and Aristotle came on
the stage with a curled periwig and buckles on his shoes like a Spanish 

88Abbe." 'This was not an imprescriptible rule, however, and certain ob
vious distinctions were made. Rennert states that "a Moor, naturally, 
would appear in the traditional costume, or at all events, in a turban
and long mantle, for these were known to the audience, but the Roman

89wore a short cloak and sword."
Presentations began at three in the. afternoon during the summer

90and an hour earlier in the winter. Plays were announced by large placards 
hand-printed in red ochre and affixed to walls at different street corners

86. Rennert, p. 91.
8?. Some interesting figures on expenditures for costuming are

given in Rennert, pp. 106-107.
88. Ticknor, p. 535
89. Rennert, p. 105»
90. Rennert, p. 111.
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91 .about the city. Performances were given on Sundayss Tuesdays, Thurs-
92days, and every day during the season of Carnival.

The plays themselves were not the sole attraction of the popular
theatre of Alarcon’s day, but were supplemented and enlivened with what

93Castro Leal tems a sort of ’’variety show,” The program usually started
with a tune sung by a trio or quartet accompanied by guitars, this was
followed by the loa, or compliment, a transmuted form of the prologue
peculiar to the Spanish stage. These, a sort of eulogy in jest, were
written in various meters upon various themes —  women, love, silence,

9kthe fingers, spring are some random examples. Their object was to con
ciliate the audience, and as they took more and more the popular dramatic

' 1 " G dform they came to differ little from the farces that followed them.
They were sometimes accompanied with singing and dancing.

The first act of the comedy, and comedies as a rule had three acts, 
followed the loa almost as a matter of course. It in turn was followed 
by the first of two entremeses, ’’crutches that were given to the heavy 
comedias to keep them from falling.’’̂ These were usually farces depict
ing the adventures of subjects chosen from the lower classes of society.

91. Jimenez, p. 270.
92. Castro, p. 58.
93= Castro, p. 63=
9ko Castro, p. 61t..
95= Ticknor, p. 529=
96. Ed. of Benavente, quoted in Ticknor, p. 530=
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.although in their later form they became more poetical and were inter-
97spersed with allegory., song, and dance. They seldom exceeded a few 

minutes in length.
' The second act was followed by a similar eatremes, music, and dan

cing. The dances were often of a free and erotic nature, if not absolutely 
lewd. Among the most notorious of these were the Zarabandas. They
were under continual censure by the clergy, but were so universally

, 98popular as easily to override repeated attempts to ban them.
The conclusion of the third act was followed by a saimete, a form

of entertainment differing chiefly in name from the entremes, and the
99program was ended with a national dance. There were no intermissions

as we know them, the program running continuously for about three hour s.
The comedies which were offered the people were of a type which

under the guiding genius of the dramatic idol lope de Vega had reached
a fully developed form by the beginning of the seventeenth century. The
generic term comedia embraced all forms of drama except autos and minor

101works such as farces, entremeses, and allegories. Comedies were written 
in rimed verse and were divided into three acts of a thousand lines or so. 
Verse forms were various, following the rules laid down by lope in his

97» Tieknor, p. $30.
98. Tieknor, p. 53k° -
99. Tieknor, p. $31. "
100. lareis© Biaz de Escovar, Historia del teatr© espanol (Barcelona,

mk) i I, 11*8.
101. Castro, p. 67.
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Arte nuevo de hacer comedias —  romances for the narrative s endecasilabos
102for the solemn, and redondillas for the popular. in reciting their lines, 

actors sought more for tonal effect than for dramatic interpretation. 
Themes of the comedies were drawn from practically any source that would 
yield material susceptible to dramatic representation— -the Bible and 
mythology, lives of saints and ancient history, medieval legends and 
chronicles, Italian novels and pastoral fables, and contemporary occur
rences and accounts."̂ iklots, to please the audience, had to be involved 
and fast moving, and new plays were constantly in demand^"^Shafacter 
development was consequently negligible, characters becoming pretty well 
typed and simplified. As Castro Leal describes them, «the gallant was 
always valiant, enamored, jealous, and sensitive in the extreme to threats 
against his honorj the lady always beautiful, eloquent, chaste, and ingen
ious j the father always severe, inflexible, perverse, and impressive? 
the maid always scheming, flirtatious, and mercenary? the lackey always 
faithful, cowardly, and witty. "^8%ng to the religious reverence of the 
estate of motherhood, a mother was never portrayed on the stage. The 
Spanish theatre was, as Jimenez Hue da puts it, *a theatre of prphans.!t

102. Jimenez, p. 1$9.
103. Jimenez, p. ll+O. 
10it. Castro, p. 57.
105. Castro, p. 68. 
105>b. Castro, pp. 69-70. 

105c. Jimenez, p. 215=
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The unities were net observed, and although Lope did advise that the 
action of each of the acts be compressed into a single day, he rarely' 
followed his own recommendation."^The plays of Lope and his followers 
have been described as plays full of movement, of rich and prodigal 
invention, and of brilliant and romantic intrigue ."*~°?hey were written 
primarily to amuse, and any moral lesson to be drawn from them is inci
dental.

106. Ticknor, p. 2ltUo 
10?. Owen, p. xv.



III
SOME ASPECTS OF AMRCOH’S WORK 

1 ■ . AS SEE® I® LA VERDAD SQSPECHOSA

La Ferdadl sospechosa is the play most characteristic of the jHare*.
eonian; theatre 6 Alfonso Reyes calls it a ntrme compendium of the work 

108
of Alarcon<,« Written within the mechanical confines of the theatre of
Lope de Vega, it has less in common with eoetaneens drama than it does
with modern dramao Its importance is signalized by the fact that it was
the first"comedy to be presented on either the Spanish or the European

109
stage in which' character triumphed over plot® First presented in about
the year 162®, it furnished Corneille with the materials for his Le
Menteur j,' which was presented in l6kk and which served as the foundation • ; -  ̂H O
work for the French 11 comedy of manners®*9

Alarcon has often been called the "Spanish Terence®" The phrase is
aptly i>uts for it is apparent that the Spaniard followed the Latin closely
in his ‘ characterss dramatic plan# and moral intention© The poet*8 re*,
course to the classics is not surprising in view of the nature of his
juridical education® Undergraduate studies in the humanistic College of

Arts at the University of Mexico had made him well acquainted with the

1080 Reyes# p0 xl®
109o Castro# p» 136® 
11#o See above# p® xi0
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works ®f Plautas, Terence 5 Gisero, Plimy9 Virgil, Heraee, Lucian, and 
111

Ovid.
Two plays by Terence have been suggested as having served as source

material for La Verdad sospechosao Eliza pSres cites the Andria as a good
parallel for the play, but later adds that the character of Don Beltran has

112
most in common with that of Micio in the A.delphoe0 John Brooks, in a care
ful comparative study of the Adelphoe and La Verdad sospechosa, adduces
evidence that concludes the Adelphoe itself to have been the primary source 

113 '
of the play0..

The quality of moral intention characteristic of Terence is one of the
salient features of La Verdad sospechosao Hartzenbuseh has said that the
collected comedies of Ala-reSn ,fconstitute a treatise on practical philosophy
wherein are united all the elements necessary to govern one's self in the

Ilk
world and to acquire the love and esteem of mankind.** In Alarcon morality 
takes on a secular guise© Jimene% Bueda observes that while the moral sen
timent' in Tirso de Molina and Calderon stems from the religious dogma of an 
ecclesiastical philosophy, that of Alarcon is inherent in the man© He be
lieved that the working of good or evil cannot be dictated by external

TIC'sanction, but is born in the human heart© J

111© Darios Gastr© Leal, ed© La Verdad sospechosa (Mexico, If3k), 
p© xix<> '

,112 o Eliza Perez:, "Influencia de Plant© y Terenei© en el teatreo 
de HniE.de Alarcon,n Hispania, XI, 1928, 132 and Ikl©

113© See John Brooks, "La Verdad sospechosas the Source and Purpose,88 
Hispania, XI, 1932, 2k3-2$2o

like Juan Eugenio Hartzenbuseh, guoted in Jiaene2, p. 161©
115. Jimenez, p. 173«
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The basie differeBce between jilareSn's philosophy and that of his eontea- 
porariesj, jimeaez Rmeda says elsewhere, may be seen in their respective 
concepts of honor. To JJLarcSn honor consisted in being honorable5 to 
others it too often meant being h o n o r e d . La Terdad sospechosa Bon 
Beltran tells his son Garcia1

Being a
Gentleman consists solely in conducting 
One’s self as such. What founded the noble 
Houses? The illustrious deeds of their 
Original sires. . The brave acts of humble 
Men shed honor upon heirs whom they never 
See. Being good or evil, then,, proceeds 
From doing good or evil (II, ix, II. lU-21).

Recording to the Count von Schaek, the great moral motive in the 
play is probably the reason so many critics have been moved to call it 
Alarcon's best work."^3astro Leal on the other hand, maintains that the 
play is not an invective against liars, that it has no didactic purpose, 
and that Garcia is finally punished not because he lied, but simply be- 
cause he confused Jaeinta with Lucrecia. Certainly La Terdad sospechosa 
is not manifestly an invective against liars, but it is in the nature of 
an exhortation to eschew lying because of the evils which otherwise must 
follow. As such, the.'play does have a didactic purpose and a definite one. 
It is true that Garcia arrived at his original misapprehension of Jaeinta’s

116. Jimenez, p. 180.
117. Adolf F. von Schack, Historia de la literature y del art# 

dramatleo de Espafia, trans, Eduardo de Mier (Madrid, ltiti3, IV, 2d.
118. Castro, pp. 135-136.



identity through no fault of his mm, M t  it is true also that but for
his mendacity the mistake would soon have been discovered* Indirectly,
if not directly, Garexa is punished for his lying* That Alarcon did
intend a moral in the ending of the play is evident* The 18cold and

119
disconsolate endimgw of La Verdad fgospechosa is the logical one, but 
it is totally lacking in dramatic effect and could hardly have been de
signed merely to please the audience*

It might be asgued that the comparatively mild punishment meted out 
to Garcia for his lying would controvert any attempt to read well defined 
moral purpose into the play* This is not so* Garcia's punishment was 
commensurate with his offense, which was not such as to merit a crushing 
penalty* Though possessed of a vice, Garcia is not a vicious character*
A harsher judgement would have been an injustice to a misguided young 
man who, with his loss of the girl and the complete disruption of his 
schemes, presumably has.learned his lesson*

Even disregarding the ending of the play entirely, the moral sen« 
timeats expressed by Lon Beltrsua, Tristdn, and at times even Garcia him
self /are too abundant and too closely woven into the fibre of the work 
to be casually dismissed* Many an appropriate' maxim and moral concept 
is appropriately introduced before the end of the play, serving to give 
La Verdad sospschosa a moral purpose irrespective of the ending— a broader 
purpose rather than a pointed one perhaps, yet a real one© The title itself 
is an abbreviation of the moral lesson of the play, found in its closing

119* Reyes, p* xlie
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lines s 1
o.oonr Senate will observe 

That a liar's words, although he speak sooth*
' Will all bear the stamp "The Suspicious Trutho"

La Verdad sospeehosa differs little in structure from the comedies
of AlareSn's contemporaries = It has the usual three acts* the sudden
changes of scene, and employs the verse forms prescribed by Lope de Vega

120
in his Arte nuevo de hacer comedieso The dramatic plan is similar to
that found frequently in the works of Terence and at times in the works 

121
of Plautuso In Alarcon's comedies generally* the action moves between
three gallants and two ladies* but occasionally, as in this play, the

122
number of gallants is. reduced to two0 Here is the schemes

The father, Lon Beltran, wishes to arrange the marriage of his 
son to the lady Jacinta0
The son,. Lon Garcia, wishes to marry by his own choice0
Plot complications arise because Jacinta is the choice of both 
father and son, although neither is aware of this© Further e©m» 
plications stem from the continuous flow of lies from the sob*
The number of characters is rounded out by another gallant, Lon 
Juan, who also loves Jacinta; and by another lady, Luereeia, who 
falls in love with Garcia, believing that he too loves herQ

Garcia, at one juncture acceptable to Jacinta, loses her to the 
more deserving Juan because of his lying and is forced to offer

120. See above, p. xixc 
121o Perez, Hispo, XI, 131» 
122o Jimenez, p. 227o



his hand to Lucreeia<>

Hotiviation springs from the internal makeup of the characters them
selves and is not dependent upon external influences in the plot. Ho 
extraneous motives are interpolated into the central themes and nothing 
is superfluouso Von Sehack says that the play is #a well integrated 
whole from which nothing can be deleted without destroying the harmony

123 ' 1 Of . V . ' ; -of the work o ’1 ' " ■ -
The verse throughout the play -is .polished and ordered, and ideas 

are succinctly expressed. - The decorous and courteous phrasing of Alarcon1 
verse does much to influence the atmosphere of urbanity in which his 
characters move, and the classical love of form observable will help 
explain why he was not a more prolific poet. Alaredn cultivated only 
a few verse forms. In -La Verdad sospechosa he used the Redondjfla, 
Romance, Quintilla, Leeima, and Terceto, the first two forms predominating 

Characters in the play are drawn from the cultivated levels of 
seventeenth-century Spanish society. Their studied deliniation, cour
teous speech, and their concern with the matters of daily living are 
representative of the comedy of "oostumbres urbanasK associated with 
Alarcon’s theatre. They give a rare insight into the contemporary scene 
as the poet knew it, and at the same time they have the timeless quality 
which is a concomitant of fine character analysis.

Superficially, the character of Garcia differs little from that

123° Sehack, p. 111.
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of other gallants on the Spanish stage. He is valiant, enamored, and 
susceptible to threats against his honor. His speech is decorated with 
gongoristic tints, and he falls in love at first sight as inevitably 
as do his counterparts in other plays. Internally, the character of 
Garefa is different. He. is not a stock character swept along in a cur
rent of circumstance, but a carefully delineated character whose predis
position to deceit gradually entangles him in a web from which there 
is no escape —  even when he resorts to telling the truth.

Garcia does not lie because of an inherent flaw in his nature, 
despite his father's fears to the contrary. He has acquired the habit 
in Salamanca,

Among young men who practice to indulge 
Their humors, each one as it pleases him.
They affect to fabricate elegance 
From vice, pleasure from misdeed, and in short 
Choose fruitless waste of time to be their office 
(I, ii, 11. 121-126).

John Brooks points out that "...at the very beginning of the play Alarcon 
discusses the faulty training of Garcia at Salamanca and the possibility 
of his emendation. Thereafter he keeps the idea constantly before us, 
with continual reference to Salamanca and Garcia's stay there, to his

12k '
recent arrival in Madrid and the bad influence of his companions. %'' 
Garcia's is not a character of humor then, but a result of the environ
mental influences of a society upon one peculiarly qualified to exeell 

in its practices.

12ko Brooks, Hisp., X?, 2k9o
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Garexa dees net lie from any mean motives bat seems to look upon 
avoiding the truth as a sort of game —  one his ingenuity and versatile
imagination have enabled him to master s© well that he has eeme to feel
himself competent to carry the field in- any situation simply by lying»
He can elaborate the most intricate and convincing fantasy ©m the spur 
of the moment to suit the immediate purpose« Unfortunately^ he has be
come really too adroit at this for his own good. Two reasons given by 
Garexa to explain his lying are expressed in this ways

He who is never talked about, who merely 
lives to add one more digit to the census.
In what way does he differ from the beast?
To become famous is a laudable
Attainment, be the method what it may.
Let my name be heard everywhere, and let %
Them whisper what they please. In Ephesus 
There was a man who set ablaze the temple 
Of Diana merely to win a name.
Besides, the practice pleases me; there need 
Be no stronger reason (I, viii, 11, 68-78),

Apart from his lying, Garcia1s worst fault is his thoughtlessness, 
Without meaning to, but without any.effort to prevent it either, he makes 
his father look absurd. Although he does not deceive his father to laugh ■ 
at him, neither does he show any particular remorse in placing him in 
ridiculous situations —  situations developing out of the many ms conceptions 
under which the old gentleman labors,

At times, Garcia, who aside from his mendacity and lack of consider
ation really is not a bad sort at all, actually seems to be the protagonist 
of Alarcon's moral viewss He looks upon extravagant fashions with dis
favor, saying of the Walloon collars then in style that he would be glad

To hear the King had issued a decree
Banning these undulating vanities (I, iii, 11, 19-20),



He hates tale-bearers and offers his desire to thwart them as another 
of his reasons for lying— a purpose of which Alarcon must have approveds 
whether he sanctioned the means or note Garcia tells Tristan;

When a Gossip-monger 
Bustles grandly up to tell me of some 
Recent deed or banquets you cannot know 
The joy I taste while stitching up his lips 
With tales that dim his owns obliging him 
To leave bursting with all his news still pent 
Up in him (ls ixs 11, ]>8-6k) @

He scorns cowardly motivess will fight to defend his honors and says
that a man who will publicize a duel

,,o seeks either 
Assistance or escapes 'cowardly aims 
Both (Ills vii, 11, 70-72),

And he treats1those of inferior rank considerately. He willingly com™ 
plies with his father's wish that he regard Tristan more in the mature 

of a friend than a servants and when a page stands before him with his 
hat in his hands Garcia insists that he don it,

Garcia is a brilliant character and a consistent one9 despite the 
fact that- his habit of lying would seem to make him something of a con
tradiction, Actually it does nets and for this reasons Garcia's virtues 
are real, whereas his lying is a juvenile affectation instilled and re-en
forced by ideas picked up in Salamancae

Bon Beltran is the other of the two really well drawn characters 
in the play, A man of stern principles and rigid code of honor, he is 
an austere and at the same time very human character. He is the real 
protagonist of Alarcon's practical moral philosophy» and a fine example 
of the urbane characters for which Alarcon is noted. As a father, he 
is moderate and understanding. He curbs his anger, swallows his dis-



appoimtmemt in his son, and attempts to reason with Garefa rather than 
deal with him in a preemptory and arbitrary manner* His design to see 
Garefa married before his lying can be disclosed does not indicate any 
hypocrisy in his indictment of lying, bat affirms his genuine interest 
in his son*8 welfare and demonstrates that he is a practical man as well 
as a principled ome® Although Don Beltran is frequently made to appear 
ridiculous, he is not a pantaloon character, and he is certainly any
thing but a fool* Garefa’s eomvineing lies combine with his fathered 
love for his son to east Son Beltran in a piteous and at the same time 
humorous light* As Garcia callously remarks.

How simple to deceive one who loves 
Youi Awd how quick to believe too, are they 
Who know not how to lie (II, x, 11^13)Q

jacinta and Lucrecia,, like most of Alaheon?s women, fall short of 
his men in character definition* They, are social types of their day—  
beautiful, witty, and prudent5 but calculating, worldly, and somewhat 
aloof* Jacinta, who avows her love for Don Juan, does nothing to gain 
our respect when she confesses to Isabel that she #111 be happy to marry 
Don Beltran's son if the prospect seems 'good enough®, pacreeia, although 

she remains more in the background than does Jacinta, is cut from the 
sage pattern® The two are so much alike that it is often hard to dis
tinguish between them in the dialogue* That they are quick to distrust 
each other's motives as well as Garcia's is demonstrated in the cleverly 
devised scene at the church, which results in misapprehension all the 

way around®
In Tristan, Alarcon presents a character closely akin to the clever
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125
slaves of Terence 3 but having little in common with the graciosos of
the theatre of Lope and his followers« The easternary gracioso was a
comic type of lew order, a lackey whose attributes were the negation
of those of the gentleman<, His purpose was to amuse, and his coarse

126 >witticisms were often backhanded slaps at the nobility. Tristan is not 
this sort at all, bat is an honorable, intelligent, and well educated 
man who has been reduced to servitude through reverses of fortune. He 
represents, an attempt on the part of i,lare6n to show that dignity and 
a noble nature may be found in the servant as well as in the master.

jtl&reSn, himself an impecunious pretendiente when he wrote the play, 
was in a condition very close to that of TristSn's. One step further down 
might have put him in exactly the same position. Trist&n, who also at one 
time was an office-seeker at the royal court is like his creator in other 
ways to©s he is courteous and unassuming, he is apt to quote Virgil or 
Martial as the opportunity arises, and though he does show a certain 
pessimism where women are concerned, he has not allowed his ill fortune 
to embitter him. His wry wit, his reactions to Garcia's fanciful lies, 
and his inclination to believe them in spite of himself supply some of 
the best humor of the play.

120. plrez, Hisp., XI, 138-139» 
126. JimSnez, 222.



ABOUT THE TEAMSIATION

Of course no translation, can ever be like its original. One trans
lation may be more poetic or literal than another, or stuffier or prosier 
than another, but it must differ from its original in style and impact 
as well as in language. Many translations make no pretense of real 
accuracy, and in those which do, different nuances of concept and expression 
are bound to creep in and out even when the author's intent is perfectly 
clear to the translator, and it is not always* Besides this, whatever 
was of artistic value in the sounds, rhythms, and inflections of the 
original is lost in the translation, which must substitute other sounds, 
rhythms, and inflections» Unless one is able to compare a translation ■ 
with the original work, he has no sure way of knowing just what the 
translator has done and must depend on what the translator says he has 
tried to do— if he says at all# The following paragraphs offer a brief 
explanation of some of the things I have done and some of the things 
I have tried to do in preparing this verse translation of La Verdad 
sospechosa §

First of all, I have followed the Spanish of Alare^k, both in spirit 
and idiom, as closely as was feasible without straining the language 
of the translation. The less faithful a translation is to its original, 
the less it is in fact a translation# As I did not flatter myself that
i . - .my translation would have any particular artistic value of its own, I have 

been fairly scrupulous in this respect#
With the exception of the prose letter at the.beginning of the second
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act5 La'Verdad sospechosa was written entirely in rimed verse$ five 
different metrieal farms variously alternating* Sinee we have no English 
counterparts of the Spanish metrical forms, since am accurate translation 
in rime1! verse is difficult where it is not impossible, and since nothing 
in particular would have been gained by using varying verse forms anyway, 
nothing'of the kind was attempted* Blank verse was chosen for the trams-* - 
lation, partly because of its flexibility and partly because it was the
popular English dramatic form when Alarcon wrote the play©

! - •

The language of the translation is essentially modern, but no def
initely anachronistic words or phrases, have been consciously employed* 
Syntactical archaisms have been avoided generally, but a certain shading 
into the obsolete and a sprinkling of the archaic may be observed© This
was done purposely, first because the older English forms are often

/closer to the studied elegance of AlarconJs seventeenth-century Spanish, 
and secondly because it was thought that such a procedure would help con
vey the-atmosphere of the original as well as the meaning* The informal 
pronouns, however, which were on their way out of English in Shakespeare8s 
time, and which wouM so foreign to the ear nowadays, were not employed 
in translating the play although a distinction in pronouns naturally 
exists in the original* One or two substantives were left in the Spanish 
because we have no precise English equivalents for them© A number of plays 
on words-were lost in the translating, but these are few and of no great 

consequence*
/The text used in preparing the translation was from Alarconts pub

lication of 163k as: edited by Alfons© Reyes in the second edition of his 

Ruiz de Alarcon, Teatro*
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CAST OF CHARACTERS

BOW GARCIA5 gallant.
DOW JUAN5 gallant.
BON FEUS, gallant.
DON BELT1AN, elderly gentleman. 
DON SANCHOv elderly gentleman. 
DON JUAN, elderly gentleman. 
TRISTAN, comedian.
A PROFESSOR 
CAMINO, squire.
A PAGE
JACINTA, lady.
LUGRECIA, lady.
ISABEL, maid.
A SERVANT



THE SUSPICIOUS TRUTH

ACT QMS 
(SCENE I)

(Madrido Drawing- room in the house of HON BELTRAN.)
(Enter tteromgk one doer DOS GARCIA aad am old professor, im scholastic 
dress and as travelersj through another' doors 101 BELTRAN and TRISTAN*)
Bo BeltrSn, 
Do Garexao 
Bo BeltrSno 
Bo Garcia,

Bo BeltrSn,

TristSn,

Bo Beltran,

TristSn,

Bo BeltrSn,

Bo Garcia,

Welcome home* my son.
Sir, give me yoiar hand.

How are yon, Garcia?
Believe me. Father,

I have been so afflicted by the heat 
And dryness of this simmer, that without 
The pleasant hope of seeing yon at last. 
Doubtless I never should have worm it through.
Then come inside aad rest a while, God bless 
You, what a man you've grown to feel —  Tristan?
My lord,

Henceforth, Tristan, you'll serve a new 
And younger master. Bon Garcia here3 
For you are schooled in manners of the Court, 

he is yet k novice.
I shall gladly 

Serve him as a guide in whatever way 
I can, my lord.

Bear in mind that Tristan 
Is not to be regarded as a servant.
But.rather as a counsellor and friend,
Hdjshall have precisely that place with me, 

,r (Exit BON GARCIA,)
Tristan, 1 am content to be your humble slave.

(Exit TRISTAN,)



8. Beltran. 
Professor.

'Bo Beltran. 
Professor.

Do Beltran.

Professor. 

Do Beltran.

Professor. 

D. Beltrano

(DPI BELTRAN and the P-RQ.EES.S6D..)
Gire me yomr armŝ  good professor.

I beg
Tour feet.

Be pleased to rise. How hare you been?
Well3 contested, apd honored by my master 
Don Garcia, whom D've so grown to love '
That I shall not know how to live without 
itis company. , _

The Lord keep you, my learned 
Doctor, for you have ever given ample 
Indication that you are in all ways 
Loyal and circumspect. I’m pleased to see 
That Garcia has met his obligation 
i,s he should, and that he returns to take 
The course honor demands of him. And let me 
Assure you that my gratitude is such 
That through what modest means of state I have 
At my disposal, I have obtained for you 
The office of a district magistratej 
A gift that does but ill express #y love.
Which would have gained you, had it held the power, 
A seat within the Royal Council.

Tes,
I am assured of that.

Be well assured.
Although I give myself to understand 
That if it is my favor places you 
Upon the lowest step, ypu shall by your 
§wm worth at last attain the highest one.
I am, whatever the time or wherever 
The place, your servant.

And mow, sipce you soon 
Must leave the tiller of Garcia’s ship.
And since, the duty now devolves upon 
Myself, one final thing there is I’d have 
You do, both for Garcia’s sake and mime.



Professoro I wait only to hear what yon command.
Bo leltr&Bo 
Professor. 
Bo Beltrano

First you must give your oath you will comply.
It shall he done5 I swear upon my Faith.
I ask for nothing more than a few truthful 
Words. You know already it was my aim 
That Bon Er̂ refa follow on the road 
Of letters as a means to men's acclaimj 
Fors coming as he did, a second son,
That door had been the best through which to win 
4m entrance to the honors of the world.
But since God in His boundless wisdom, knowing 
What we can never know, has deemed it best 
To call Bon Gabriel to Him, and as now 
Garcia holds the place of eldest son,
I have determined that he should forego 
His academic studies and reside 
Here in Madrid as is the rule among 
Bistimguished Spanish gentlemen. I think it 
Ho more than just that all the noble houses 
Offer the King their heirs, and I feel both 
Obligated and pleased to give him mine.
As Bon Garcia has become a man
Who will have no further meed of a teacher
ind now must answer to me for his actions,
And furthermore, since guided by a just 
Paternal love I wish to see my son 
Gauged, if not as a rival of the best.
Yet neither as a fellow of the worst.
Most earnestly. Professor, I exhort 
You presently to tell me, and in bald 
Unflattering terms, your sentiments (for you 
Have reared him) on his himors and his ways.
His manners and his uses, and to which
Peculiar vice his inclination runs
The strongest. Should he chance to have some flaw
In nature that I might consider grave
Enough to indicate correction, then
Be bold to tell me; and reflect not on
The griefyfueh*revelation needs convey.
That he have a vice is to be assumed;
That,! must writhe to know it too is clear;.
But granted I'll derive no grain of comfort 
In' hearing of the fault you will disclose,
A knowledge of the trait may prove of worth.
You have my word that in no other manner 
Could you please me more or more clearly show 
The love you bear my son than by divulging •
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Professoro

Do Beltr&ru

Professoro 
Do Beltran. 
Professor.

Do Beltran„

Professor.

His shortcomings now while the knowledge yet
May be to some avail; for nought is gained
To know the author of a hurt that may 80
Hot be repaired.

Tour strict preclusion of 
Evasion on my part, my lord, was not 
Required to- prompt m e  to an action which 
I hold am obligation; since it is 
1 patent fact that a trainer of horses 
Who releases a colt into the owner's 
Hands without first scrupulously recounting 
The quirks and mannerisms that he has, ;
Augurs ill for both the horse and the man.
I think it well that you should know the truth; 90
And going further than the mere rehearsal
Of Garcia’s faults, I intend to tell
The remedy —  aware of ill you shall
Accomplish good. Without exception every
Action of Bon Garcia’s has a tone.
An accent, marking him a gentleman 
Of high degree. He is magnanimous,
And he is valiant. He is wise, and he is 
Witty. Liberal and pious both he is,
Albeit somewhat hasty and impatient. 100
I speak not of the passions that are proper 
To youth, for these transmute their form with age.
One solitary fault he has that I
Have noted; one which he in spite of all
Rebuke will make no effort to emend.
A thing of such a nature that it might 
Prove harmful in Madrid?

It could be so.
What is it? Speak.

He does not always tell
The truth.

Good lordt In mem of birth a lie 
Is such an ugly thingi

And yet I think 110
That it may be no more than just a turn 
Of fancy shortly to be routed through 
The great respect he holds for you, together 
With the fact that prudence grows with the years; 
for both will aid in cancelling the vice.
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D. Beltran.

Professor.

B. Beltran.

Suppose a crooked sapling should defy
All effort lent to straighten it, what then?
Can yon contend that once it has become 
A robust trunk the task will be the less?
My lords in Salamanca he has been 126
Among young mem who practice to indulge 
fheir humors$ each one as it pleases him.
They affect to fabricate elegance
From vices pleasure from misdeeds and in short
Choose fruitless waste of time to be their office.
But in the Courts where honor yet maintains 
Its wonted mirror aspect, we may hope 
To see him swiftly cured.

I’m almost moved 
To laughter by your naive misconception 
Of the Court. Bo you think that no one there 136
Can teach him how to lie? The Court Boasts such 
As can afford him every day a thousand 
Lies as a handicap. Let us suppose 
A gentleman of elevated post 
Has told a lie and that the wealth or good 
Repute of him who was deceived is thereby 
Placed at stake. Is not the act much more vile 
Having originated in a courtier 
Who sets himself before his King as honor’s 
Clear reflection? But let us leave this matter, lltO
Else 1 lose myself to profanity.
As the bull pricked by the sharp barbed shaft 
Loosed from a dexterous hand forthwith, attempts 
To wreak himself upon the nearest foe, '' ’
So I, responding to the sting this news 
Has dealt, will vent my wrath ppon the first 
Whom I encounter. Hear me; If my son 
Should dissipate my wealth on blind amours.
Or lose it rashly gaming day and night.
Or if he were of restless spirit and 156
Inclined to brawl, or should he choose a mate 
Beneath his station —  in fact, even should 
He die, I’d carry it less heavily 
Than this matter of his lying, a thing 
So ugly, so contrary to my feature.
But enough of this. The thing I must do
Is to see him married before this flaw
Be known. Professor, I am satisfied
Of your good zeal and care, and I confess
Myself obliged to you for all the aid 160
You’ve given me. "When do you leave?
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Professor =, 
Do Beltran 
Professoro

Do Beltran 

Professoro

Do Garerao 
Tristan,

At once.
Why not spend a few homrs at leisure here?
I should be pleased indeed, my lord, to tarry 
Here as your guest, but my new office waits,
I understands Tour impatience, aroused 
By this new power to command, will not 
Abide delay. Farewell then, good professor.

(Exit DOM BELTRAN.)
May God be with you. —  Heavy was the wound 

words inflicted on this good old man.
In fine, the hearts of the wisest of men 170
Are sorely touched by disillusionment.

(Exit the PROFESSOR.)

(SGIME III)
(Before a jeweller's shop in the Plateria.)̂
(Enter DON GARCIA, as a gallant, and TRISTAN.)

Does this attire become me well, Tristan?
Divinely, Sir. May God speed the inventor 
Of this Holland foliage. What fault of feature 
Will its plaited honeycomb not disguise?
A certain friend once paid court to a lady 
Who had always seen him in such a collar.
But when she chanced to see him collarless
She straightway lost whatever love she had
For him because of several cicatrices
That were visible on his jaundiced throat, 10
Euinous tell-tales of a past disease.
Besides, his nostrils did augment in size.
He showed a most amazing span of ear.
And on his cheeks the lady saw the dried 
And shriveling dewlaps of old age. In short.
So metamorphosed was our fine gallant 
His mother had not recognized her son.

*A street where articles of gold and silver were sold.



Do Garciao

Tristan.

Do Garciao 

Tristano

Do Garciae

Tristano 
Do Garciao 
Tristan*

For that and other reasons I'd rejoice 
To hear the King had issued a decree 
Banning these undulating vanities.
Aside from what deceits are fostered Tdj them, . 
The foreigner draws from Spain gold with which 
To do her harm, A close flat collar, if 
Brought in style, would as well become the face. 
And one might go much more at ease and at 
A lesser cost, loreoyer, a gallant 
Would not he forced to- walk empaled for fear 
He might derange a plait,

I know of one 
Who found occasion to enjoy his lady.
And yet he ventured not approach her lest 
He mutilate a frillj and this has me 
Confused; For all profess that they are pleased 
These collars are in use —  and no one uses 
Them.*

Let's dispense with governing the world* 
What about the ladies?

So you forego 
The world and seek to rule the flesh. Can that 
Be done with greater ease?

With greater pleasure,
Surely,

I take it you fancy the ladies?
I'm youngo

Well then, here you have happened on 
A place where love lives not to sigh in vain, 
lesplehdent women glitter at. the Court 
In fulgent emulation of their astral 
Counterparts, In vice, virtue and estate 
They vary in direct proportion to 
Their influence, splendor, and magnitude.
The ladies —  1 state in haste it was mot 
Intended they be counted as among 
This number —  are angels, and the mind never 
Must dare to entertain as unchaste thought

*Referemce is to the new Walloon or Flemish 
collars, not the larger ruffs.
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D. Garcia. 

Tristan.

4b©ut them. I speak only of the ones
Whose hearts are fickle| those who, while divine.
Are human stillj who, being stars, are yet 
Corruptible. Interspersed among these 
Are beauties both tractable and discreet 
Who, because of their greater splendor, might 
Be labeled planets. These, with full accord 
Of their congenial spouses, influence 
A generous disposition in strangers.
Others there are whose husbands are away, 60
Commissioned by the King, or else concerned 
With commerce in the Indies or perhaps 
. In Italy. lot all speak truly in 
This matter, for a thousand sly ones use 
To feign themselves espoused in order that 
They may enjoy a freer life. And then 
You’ll see pretty, recently acquired daughters 
Of wary mistresses of the art5 these 
Are fixed stars, and their dams are of an errant 
Sort. Too, there is a multitude of Ladies 7©
Of the Golden Fleece| these are of the greatest 
Magnitude among the courtezans. Other 
Lesser ones follow after these, aspiring 
To be numbered among them, and though mot 
So fine, they far excell the ones whose orbits 
Are the streets. They shed less splendor| however,
In time of need they will illuminate
One’s path. The women of the streets I hold
To be not stars, but cometsj since their light
Is*never perfect, their positions never 80
Known. They only show themselves in the early
Morning hours, boding evil for the pursej
Then, their augury completed, they swiftly
Disappear. Hew ones mow and then burst forth.
Who strive to sate their every appetite 
On all occasions. These are exhalations.
Blazing until burned out. If you must traffic
With them, then be advised of thiss They will
Be very seldom constant, even though
You give them all the gold mines in Peru. 90
And be reminded Virgo is one sign.
While those with horns —  to wits Aries and Taurus 
And Capricorn —  are three.

It seems that you-
Are an astrologer.

I did hear lectures 
On the subject while I was at the Palace 
As an office-seeker.
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Do Garciao

Tristam.

Do Garciao 
Tristamo

Do Garcia.

Tristamo

Do Garciao 
Tristan.

Do Garcia,

Tristan,

Do Garcia,

Tristan.

Do Garcia, 

Tristam.

Do Garcia, 
Tristan,

j|n office-seeker I
Indeed?

Indeed. But I sought my own ill.
It seems,

And now you are reduced to serving?
It happens, my lord* that fortune and means
Both have failed me, le matter, though, for who 100
Serves you must seek in vain a better fate.
Forbear the flattery and mete the marble 
Texture of that hand* See those eyes reflecting 
The splendor of the heavens as they scatter 
Darts of death and love!

Do you mean the lady
In the coach?

Who could merit equal praises?
How very apropos to have the sun
Drive by with its full complement of rosy
Skies and dazzling rays,

But should I be taken 
So by the first I have seen at the Court? 110
The first in all the world.

No, but the first 
In Heaven, for her beauty is divine.
Sometimes you will find beauty great enough 
To dispel all other thought from the mimdj 
Jet never have I felt desire or love 
So constant that the one that I see now 
light not replace the one that I saw then.
Where might I find a glory to replace 
That of her eyes?

Torn see her through the panes 
Of desire, and thus she appears the more 120
To be desired.

Do you know her, Tristan?
Do not debase a thing you hold divine
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Do Garciao

Tristam,

Do Garciao

Tristan,

Do Garcia, 
Tristan,

D, Garcia, 
Tristan,

Do Garcia,

Tristan,
Do Garcia, 
Tristful,
D, Garcia, 
Tristan,

D, Garcia. 
Tristan.

By asking that, for an exalted goddess 
Dike her wastes a® concern on smeh as I.
Be she who or what she may, I know only 
That I love her and must become her slave —  
Follow her, Tristan.

There is no need. See,
She stops there at that shop.

Then I mast meet her. 
Woald such liberty be compatible 
With Court etiquette?

Yes, completely in 
Accordance with the rule I gave you fixing 
Money as the pole about which these stars 
Revolve.

I carry gold.
Then, «Close in, Spain,%

You have a Caesar with you I But, my lord.
Observe the second one descending from 
The coach and tell me if she be the sum 
Following your aurora, or perhaps 
The halo of light encircling your star.
Indeed, she too is fair.

And fix your gaze 
Upon their maid and tell me if she's worse.
That coach is Cupid's bow and all who leave 
It are no less than.darts of love -- I go.
But as you go, bear this in mind —-

Which is?
Gifts are of unquestioned help to the suitor.
Success in love derives from that? So be it.
Meanwhile, I'll hold a parlance with the coachman 
And find out who they are.

But will he tell you?
Yes, of course he will, for he is a .eohbhman.

(Exit TRISTAN.)

130

180 V



(SCENE I?)
(Enter JACINTl, LUCRECIÂ  and ISABEL, wearing veils* JACINTA falls 
ak̂!' 1301 GARCIA, arriTes to give her a" hand, tip.) ' ”

Oh# g@®d. heavens 1
Allw this hand to help 

Ton# as swing _ I may dare, play the part 
Of Atlas to sd sovereign a heaven,
Atlas you must be# Sir# since clearly you1ve 
Performed the feat attributed to him.
It is one thing to attain and another 
To deserve, What victory lies in enfolding 
The hand of one for whom the heart's aflame#
When such good fortune is derived from chance# 
lot from her own desire? This hand has lifted 10 
Heaven# yet# what merit is in the deed 
When it was heaven's falling did it# mot 
ly own ascension to celestial heights?
To what end should one strive to be deserving?
To reach his goal.

But if one reach his goal 
Without recourse to means of any sort 
To gain it# is that not success?

Agreed,
Why then do you complain if fortune guides 
Torn to success# when being less deserving 
Marks you the more successful?

B, Garcia, • Even so# 20
Gestures of insult and of favor draw 
All their meaning solely from their intent,
I was not favored by that hand I touched 
If your consent was mot accompanied by 
Tour willingness. And so, deny me not 
Some small resentment when# achieving this 
Success# I find the hand held forth without 
The heartj the favor unattended by 
The will,

Jacinta, As I knew nought of your intent#
I think you most discourteous to blame 30
Unjustly any fault you find in mine.

Jacinta,
D, Garcia,

Jacinta,

Do Garcia,

Jacinta,

D, Garcia, 
Jacinta,

D, Garcia, 
Jacinta.



(Inter TRISTAN.)
Tris«(Aside.) 

Do Garcia.

Jacinta.

Tris.(Aside.) 

Jacinta.

D. Garcia.

Jacinta.
D. Garcia.

Tris. (Aside.) 
Jacinta.

D. Garcia.

Jacinta.

The ceachman has performed his office. Nor 
I know who they are.

Am I to believe 
That until this moment yom’ve had no hint 
Of my devotion?

How, if I have never
Seen yon?

Oh, GodS Then neither has it mattered 
That for a year and more I’ve been beside 
Myself, and all for yon?

A year and more.
When yesterday he arrived at the Court?
My FaithJ More than a year? I swear that never 
Have I seen yon in all my life.

It was
My fortune, arriving here from the Indies 
And debarking on Spanish soil, that you.
The glorious heaven that is yon, were first 
To meet my gaze. Although I lost my heart 
To yon that instant, fate has not awarded.
He occasion for the disclosure of 
My sentiments.

You’re from the Indies, truly?
And such are my riches, merely through having 
Seen you, that my presumption has outsoared 
That of the much mined Potosi.

The Indies?
Are you as cautious of your gold as fame 
Would have these wealthy owners of the mines?
Love is a power to make the stingiest 
Of misers generous.

Shall I expect 
Gifts of a very costly sort?

D. Garcia. If gold



could reader testliteagr' for the he art s 
Them worlds of gold would be inadequate 
To demonstrate the measure of my love;
But since I have resources equalling 
Neither your consummate merit nor my 
Unbounded adoration of you, let 
He offer you a gift within my means s 
This jewelry shop is placed at your disposal. 
Tendered as a small token of my love*

Jaco (Aside Never has Madrid seen such as he. How
to LUCRE'G'lA,) Does this liberal gentleman appear 

To you, Buereeia?

30

Lucreeia,

D, Garcia,

Tris, (Aside 
to D, GAB,)

He appears to me,
Jaeinta, to be someone who displeases
You not in the least, and with ample reason, —
Whatever jewels in the show ease strike 
Your fancy, take them; they belong to you.
You are throwing gold around in large amounts, 
■ly lord, —

B, Gar, (To TRISTAN.) Tristan, Jim losti
Isabel,(Aside to the ladies.)
Jaeinta,

Don Juan is coming «—

D, Garcia.

Jaeinta,

D, Garcia.

Jaeinta, 
D, Garcia, 
Jaeinta. 
D« Garcia. 
Jaeinta.

I thank you. Sir, and"! am truly grateful 
Dor your most gracious offer.

Be apprised 
I shall be affronted if you reject it.
Sir, you have--greatly erred in your presumption 
That 1 could accept more than the mere gesture.
But what has the heart that I gave you gained 
From you?

An audience <
And I esteem it.

Farewell.
Farewell, and grant me leave to love you.

I did net know desire had need of license.
• (Exeunt the ladies.)



(101 GARGIi j TIISTAHO
lo Garefa. 
Tristan.

1. Garcia. 

Tristan.

1. Garcia. 

Tristan.
f ■

1. Garcia. 
Tristan.

1. Garcia. 

Tristan.

1.,Garcia.

Fcllew them.
If yen are fretting t© know 

The house ©f her for whom yom ham, my lord.—
I already know it.

Then let them g©$
Diligence ill-timed can hecome annoying.
The coachman told me this about the two s 
i8My mistress. Dona lucrecia de luma.
Is the fairer| as for the other lady 
Who accompanies her, I know the house 
She lives in, but I do not know her name.*
That was what he said.

If lucrecia is IS
The fairer, there is nothing more to know.
Since she's no doubt the 'one with whom I spoke.
The one that I adore. And as the author 
Gf the day outstrips all the stars, in just 
Such a manner does she surpass the others,
She who blinds and conquers me.

Well, to me 
The quiet one appeared the more attractive.

What,precious tasteI
I have mo vote, that's certain| 

Yet I am ever such a devotee .
Of any silent woman whomsoever 20
That this virtue attained by doing nothing 
Would seem to me sufficient ground for judging 
Her the fairer. But just assuming. Sir,
You are in errorj soon I hope, by asking 
Directions of the coachman to her house,
To know her name.

Forget about the dull one;
Tell me of lucrecia. Where is her house?
It's on Vitoria Avenue, as I 
Recall.

And ^Victory*.is a fitting term



For the sphere so fortmate as to hold 
The ecliptic plame of such a moom goddess«

Bo JaaBo 
Bo Garciao 
Tristfeo 
Bob Juana o

Bob FeliSo

Bo Juan,

Bo Garciao 
Bo Juan.
Bo Garcia.

B. Juan.

B«

Bo Juan.

Bo Garcia. 
B. Juan.

I. Garcia. 
1. Felis.

(SCENE VII)
(Enter BON JUAN and BON FELIS from the other side.) 

Music and dining? Fate is mocking me I 
Isn't that Bon Juan de Sosa?

It is.
Who can her suitor be who has me so 
Enraged with Jealousy? .

I'm confident 
Tern'll know before too long a time has passed.
To think that now my love must be regaled 
With music and with dining by another|
She who at one time named herself my own.
Bon Juan de SosaI

Bo I knew you?
Can

Tom have so soon forgotten Bon.Garcia?
Of course not. Seeing you here in Madrid 
It was that did it, that and your new garb.
Yes, since last you saw me in:Salamanca,
Bestiny has cast me in a new mould.

Torn look more gallant as a layman than 
Torn did as a student. .Have you come home 
To Madrid to stay?

I have.
Then I'm glad

To bid you welcome.
Bon Felis, how are you? 

I'm well, thank you, and let me add/my word



Do Garciao 

Do Juan.

D. Barelao 
Do Juan.
Do Garcia.

Do Juaru 
Do Garcia.
Do Juan.
D. Garcia. 
Do Juan.
Do Garcia.

Do Juan.

Do Garcia,

Tris. (Aside.)

!

Do Juan.

D. Garcia.

Of welcome too.
Your servant3 Sir. Dow tell me 

What you. are doings saying, or involved 
In at the moment.

We were just now speaking 
Of certain music and of certain dining 
And of a certain gentleman who gave 
The function for a certain lady who's 
The subject of our present conversation.
Music and dining? Was it held last might?
Yes.

A notable affair? An enormous 
Festivity?

go fame would seem to have it.

The lady, is she fair?
Very, they say.

Most excellentI
Is there some mystery here?

The mystery would be to hear you laud 
A lady and a banquet so, unless 
The lady and banquet were mine.

You also
Gave a banquet last might down by the river?
Such a one that it consumed the entire 
Night. .

What lady and what glorious feast 
Is this, when yesterday it was that he 
Arrived? —

So recently returned and yet 
You have someone to fete? Love must have struck 
You quickly o

Not so recently returned 
But what I've spent a month here in repose.



Triso(Aside.) 

B. Juan.

B. Garcia.
B» Juan.

•Be Garcia.

Be J.(Aside.)

Be Garcia.

B. Juan.

(Aside.) 
B. Fells.

Be Garcia.

Yesterday he came, I swear to Godl Something 
Is afoot. —

Had I "but known you were here,
Upon my Faith, I should have called and met 
My obligation immediately.
I chose to stay incognito.

That doubtless 
Is the reason then, for I’ve had no word 
Of your arrival. But about the banquet.
Was it really so imposing?

I dare f>0
Wager the Manzanares’ banks have never 
Flayed host to another that was its equal.
Jealousy is driving me mad! -- .

Who doubts
The. Sotillo1s* leafy fastness'supplied 
A setting for the evening’s gaiety?
Your asking that inclines me to suspect.
Bon Juan, you know as much about all this 
As I«

I’m not entirely ignorant 
Concerning it, nor am I well informed 
On all the details. What I’ve heard has reached 60 
Me so confused that it has only whetted 
My desire to hear you relate the facts.
An illustration of the all-inquiring 
Curiosity of an idle courtier—
Or a jealous lover. —

Observe how, all 
Unsought, the heavens have contrived to make 
Your adversary known to you. —

Attend me
Closely then, and I shall recount the whole 
Affair, for it is plain that you are vexed 
With eagerness.

* The Sotillo, a grove on the banks of the Manzanares 
outside Madrid, was a famous amusement place of the time.



Do Juan,
D, Garciao

Ycu d© ms a great mercy, 70
Easeeneed among the dark and’darker shadows 
Fashioned hy the tenebrous night that sifted 
Between the opaque forms that were the elms.
Was set a neat and fragrant table, one 
The most indulged Italian taste would surely 
Approve and which the Spaniard would pronounce 
A sumptuous board, lapkims and table linen 
Fashioned into a thousand figures wanted 
Only souls to make them birds and beasts. Four 
Great sideboards placed at corresponding stations 80 
Blazed bright with heavy gold and silver service. 
Flashed with finest crystal. There hardly stood 
Ah elm in all the grove but what its branches 
Had been lopped to fabricate six green bowers.
In four of them four choirs were hidden. In 
The fifth were entrees and desserts. The sixth 
Housed the viands. My love arrived at last.
Inspiring envy in the stars, a blamdness 
In the air, and a gladness in the river.
Scarcely had the foot that I idolize  ̂ 90
Alighted from the coach to change the grass 
To emeralds, the stream to crystal, the sand 
To pearls, when suddenly, with burst on burst 
Of rockets, bombs and wheels of fire, the whole 
led region of Inferno centered down 
Upon us. Barely had the smlfurous lights 
Abated, when from four=amd—twenty cressets 
Arose a splendor that obscured the stars.
With this, the choir of flageolets"began;
Responding to it from the second bower 100
Was heard the thrumming of guitars; within 
The third flutes were sounded softly; and four 
Sweet voices, tempered by guitar and harp,
Were blended in the fourth. Meanwhile was served 
A thirty-two course dinner, not including 
The entrees and desserts; and these were almost 
Courses in themselves. Beverages and fruit.
In cups and - dishes meddled from the crystal
That winter brings and artifice preserves
Are smothered under such a deal of snow 110
The Manzanares as it passes through
The grove suspects it courses through a range
Of mountains, lor are the olfactories idle.
Wantoning in suavest fragrance wafted 
Up from perfuming pans and bottles. These 
And essences distilled from flowers, myrrh.
And herbs brought fabled Sheba to the Soto



' 0f Hadrido 4 diamond-trimmed figurine.
Pierced through and through with tiny golden arrows. 
Symbolizes my mistress1 cruelty 120
And my steadfastness, the delicate darts 
Replacing the more customary splints 
Of rush or willow =, When the teeth are pearls,
It is but fitting that the toothpick be 
Of geld. Meanwhile, together and in perfect 
Harmony the full four choirs commenced 
From their accordant distances, the spheres 
Beguiling, till the envious Apollo 
Arose in untimely haste to begin
His bright diurnal course and brought the glare 130 
That put an end to our night’s sweet diversions.

D. Juan. 1 swear that you have painted us the picture
In such artistic tints I would not miss 
The hearing of it to have witnessed it.

Tris.(Aside.) If he’s not the devil’s own match* This feast 
He improvises on the spot surpasses 
Reality itself.

B= Juan. (Aside to B. FEhXS:.) I’m mad with envy*
B. Fells. The one they spoke of was nothing compared

’ To this.
B. Juan. What does it matter if the time

And place and substance coincide? --
Do Garcia. What’s that? Ik®
D. Juan. I say that Alexander had despaired

1 To equal such a feast as you describe.
B. Garcia. Oh* These were trifles improvised upon

The instant. Give me one day’s preparation 
And those great Greek and Roman banquets which 
In ages past did so astound the world 
Shall find new admiration.

(He turns to look within.)

B. Felis. (Aside to B. dBAE.) There’s Lucreeia’s
Coach. Jaeinta’s sitting nearest the footboard. —

B.J.(Aside Abd Bon Garcia’s eyes, I swear, are straining
to B.F.) After her.
B. Felis. He appears to be uneasy 150



And distraughto
Do Juazio

D<» Juan amd 
Do Garcia,
Do Fells o

friso (Aside!) 

Do Garciao

Tristano

Do Garcia. 

Tristano

Do Garcia.

My suspicions are confirmed. —
(P. JUAN and D. GARCIA both speak at once.)

Farewell.
Odd —  Both had the same thing in mind.

(Exeunt DPI JUAH and DPI FEUS.)

(SCENE Till)

(DOM GARCIA,• TSISTAI.)
I've never seen a leave-taking more prompt 
And conformable. —

Yonder heaven, prime 
Mover of my actions, draws me enraptured 
After her.

Feign detachment, then, and have 
Patience. A demonstration of intense 
Emotion rather hinders than assists|
And always I have noted that aloofness"
Presages success. For the ladies are 
With suitors just as Satan is with souls $
They neither tempt nor harry those they hold 10
Securely in their grasp| instead they spread 
Their toils for those that stand a better chance 
To elude them.

True enough, but I'm not 
At present master of myself.

Until
You know a good deal more of her estate,
Restrain this urge to give yourself away
Completely. He who lunges forward trusting
Pnly in outward appearance is apt
To find himself caught in a bog whose surface
Is disguised in a green, perfidious growth. 20
Very well, them; go at once and inform 
Yourself of all concerning her.

Tristan. Leave that



Do Garcia.

Tristan.

D. Garcia.

Tristan.

'D. Garcia.

Tristan.

©. Garcia.

To me. And now, before I burst, I beg yon.
For the love of Heaven, to tell me this:
What possible advantage might yon claim 
By telling all the fictions that I heard?
It hardly seems such lies could serve a useful 
Purpose 5 and should a gentleman confute 
Your word, it would not be a light affront.
Those ladies think you are a rich Peruvian. 30
One may not controvert the fact, Tristan,
That foreigners, particularly those
From that vast nonpareil of wealth, the Indies,
Are always more successful with the ladies.
Conceded; yet I think you err in method.
For in the end your true identity 
lust surely be revealed to them.

By then
I shall have reached the threshold of their house 
Or of their heart by just such means j and after 
Gaining this advantage, I shall know how I4.O
Tb deal with them.

I must confess, my lord,
I am convinced; but now am explanation 
Of your talk of being here at the Court 
A month. To what end did you tell them that. 
Arriving as you did but yesterday?
There is a certain grandiosity.
You know, about this matter of retiring 
Into seclusion, whether isolated 
In a small • villa, or withdrawn behind 
The walls of one’s own home.

All well and good! $0
How about the feast your fancy concocted.
That was a thing I invented because 
It wearies me for anyone to think 
My breast might deign to harbor jealousy 
Or admiration, passions ill becoming
In a gentleman. Gaping wonderment
Is for the ignorant, and envy suited 
To the vulgar mind. When a gessip-momger .
Bustles grandly up to tell me of some
Recent deed or banquet, you cannot know 60
The joy I taste while stitching up his lips
With tales that dim his own, obliging him



To leave bursting with all his news still peat 
Up in him.

Tristin,

Do Garcia.

Tristan,

You possess a most capricious 
Humour —  one that may well prove dangerous« 
You’ll be common talk at the Court if ever 
You’re discovered in your deceitfulmess„
He who.is never talked about, who merely 
Lives to add one more digit to the census,
In what way does he differ from the beast?
To become famous is a laudable 
Attainment, be the' method what it may.
Let my name be heard everywhere, and let 
Them whisper what they please. In Ephesus 
There was a man who set ablaze the temple 
©f Diana merely to win a name,
Besides, the practice pleases me; there need 
Be mo stronger reason.

Juvenile thinking 
Fosters this ambitious motion; you’11 find 
A close mouth advantageous at the Court,

(Exeunt,)

70

(SCENE IX)
(Drawing room in the house of DON SANCHO.)

(Enter.JAGINTA and ISABEL from the street, wearing veils, DON 
and DON 5ANCH0,) : : ~
Jaeimta,
D, Beltran.

Jaeimta,

So great am honor?
Not for just a day 

Or two has the friendship between this house 
And mine existed; thus you have no reason 
To appear so astounded by my visit.
If I seem astonished. Sir, it is only 
Because so great a time has passed since last 
You did us such mercy. Forgive me if, 
lot knowing what these walls enclosed, I tarried 
At the jewelry shop pricing certain gems.

D. Beltran. You give a happy auspice to the thought 10
I have in mind; I come seeking your marriage



Jacint,a=

Do Beltramo

Do SanchOo

With ny son, and I find y@n Myimg jewels o.
Tomr uncle and myself have entered in 
A compact to resolve our friendship into 
A kinship, which I trust,. Den Saneho having 
Wisely determined to defer the matter 
To your wishes, soon will he realised;
Because, my rank and fortune teeing what 
They are, there is nothing wanting save your 
Approval of my son Garcia„ Ands 20
Although he is at present somewhat scorched 
By Phoebus' jealous glances, having only 
yesterday arrived home from Salamanca,
Still I dare present him to you, persuaded 
That you'll tee pleased with him from foot to crown 
If you'll hut grant him privilege to kiss 
Tour hand.

It is in vain that you recount 
What I should profit hy the match, because 
It is apparent. And, so highly do 
I value this proposal, that upon • 30
The moment I'd consent but that I'd seem.
My gain from such a marriage being great.
More frivolous and forward than becomes 
A lady. Furthermore, to tee too hasty 
In deciding would indicate a lack 
Of wit, or else a great desire to marry.
In regard to my seeing him, I think
That might best tee accomplished from my window
As he passes, for that way I shall risk
Mothing, Nor should I wish the contract yet U®
To tee announced; for if the banns were published
Now and later cancelled, and this might be
For it often happens, how them should I
Be bemefitted? Would the visits of
A young gallant with license of a husband
Aught improve my reputation? ;

With this 
I see my son would be as fortunate 
To claim himself your husband for your great 
Discretion as for your great beauty,

f She 
lay be regarded as the very mirror 
Of prudence, 50

D» Beltran, Not without merit, Don Sameho, 
Was your deference to your niece's pleasure



Jacinta.
Bo Beltran.

Jacinta.
B. Beltran.

Jacinta.
B. Beltrim. 
B. Saneho. 
D. Beltrim.

Bo Sancho.

Isabel.

Jacinta.

In this matter. Garcia and myself 
Shall ride past here this very afternoon.
And I shall be behind the jalousie.
I beg yom. Madam5 to observe him well.
And I'll retmra tonight to learn how yon 
Apprize him.

But must you leave in such haste?
I must indeed, but do not be amazed.
Bispateh is now imperative $ for if 60
I was solicitous when first I came.
I'm enthralled now as I leave you. Farewell.
Farewell.

And where are you going. Bon Saneho?
To attend you.

Then I' 11, not leave.
(Exit BON BELTRAN.)

I'll see
You to the hallway, then. If you'll allow me.

(Exit BON SANCHO.)

(SGBME X)
(JACINTA, ISABEL.)

The old mah hurries you.
And I should hurry 

Him, the match most surely being to my 
Advantage, if my heart did not instruct 
He by a different councilj for, although 
The obstacles that have denied Bon Juan 
The habit of the Knights of Oalatrava* 
Force me to entertain other designs,

A powerful military and religious order for which Bon 
Juan was a candidate. Membership carried a salary.



Isabelo

Jaei&tao

Isabel«

Jacintao

Isabel*

Jacintao

I know I'll never succeed in dismissing 
Him from my memory, so dear he is
To me, no matter how I might desire it. 10
Oh, Isabel, he lives so rooted in 
My very soul I tremble when I think 
That I must wed another.

I had thought.
Since you seemed to hearken to other suits,
Hon Juan had been forgot.

!©, Isabel,
There were other reasons Isabel! do
Not be deceived. Hen Juan's habit has been
Too long coming, ahd since.we cannot marry
Until it does, I see my purpose all
In vain, And thus, to save myself from dying, 20
I must seek conversation and diversion!
To have it otherwise were torment borne 
In vain. I have no wish to,die unyielding 
For a hopeless cause. And besides, who knows 
But what I shall encounter someone so 
Engaging as to attain both my hand 
And heart.

I doubt hot time will offer you 
A suitor worthy of your love! and if 
I'm not deceived, the gallant young West Indian 30 
Gentleman whom we met today did not 
Displease you.

Ho you wish to hear the truth.
Hear friend? It is this? that he pleased me well! 
So well in fact, that if this sen of Hon 
Beltran's should prove as gallant, as genteel,
And as witty as he, I promise you 
The marriage vows shall soon be made.

And he
Will be riding by here this afternoon 
With his father.

Yet seeing him will teach 
Me nothing of him save his outward form}
His character, which is to me of greater &Q
Moment, I may appraise only through speaking 
With him.

Isabel, Then speak with him.



Jacintao

Isabel«

Jacintao

Isabelo

Jacintao

Isabel.

It would offend 
Don Juan if he should chance to hear about it; 
And though I'm sure I must become the mistress 
Of anothers still I don't wish to do 
What perforce will cause me to lose him.

Be .
Very cautious them, but bear this in mind;
That you may wait for him long years in vain. 
Concede the truth —  Son Juan is of the breed 
Of him that would not eat the hay, nor yet 
Would suffer them to eat that could digest it. 
If you desire, a surreptitious chat 
With Don Garcia might not be. beyond 
Our power to arrange, for subterfuge 
And womankind are of a stripe.

A thought
That might assist us in the case is this s 
Ducreeia could without imprudence summon 
Him as if of her own accord; and I 
Could then secrete myself beside her at 
Her window, thus accomplishing my purpose.
A lesser gemiug than yours had not 
Devised a scheme to suit the ease so nicely.
Then go at once, my Isabel, and let 
Lucreeia know of my intent.

I'll set 
Your sails to the wind at once.

Jacinta. Grant her but 
A moment's hesitation, for at that,
A hundred years of waiting will be in it.

(SCENE XI)
(Enter SGI JUAN, who speaks to ISABEL as she is leaving.)

D. Juan. lay I see your distress?
Isabel. Perhaps you may.

But only for the briefest time, for this is 
The hour my lord Don Sancho is accustomed 
To dine.

(Exit ISABEL.)



Do Juano

Jacinta. 
xDo Juano

Jacinta<,

Do Juan«

Jacintao 

Do Juano

Jacintao 

Do Juan.

Since5 Jaeinta5 I see that I 
lust lose you, since in losing you I lose 
Myself, and since I -—

Are you mad?
Do you

Suppose a man cam know your ways and still 
Retain his reason?

Calm yourself and speak 
lore softlyj you would seem to disregard 
The fact that you are in my uncle's housee
What I cannot disregard, though it seems 
You do, is that you dined with someone else 
Last night down by the river bank.

What1s that?
Have you lost your mind?

And when you have whole 
lights to spend with others, you will deny 
He a brief moment because of an uncle?
I? Spend an entire might with someone? I 
Assure you. Sir, that even were it true.
You yet would take excessive liberty 
In facing me with the chargeand the more 
When it's the raving of your maddened fancy.,
I am aware that Don Garcia is 
The one who planned the gay festivities 
Of yes ter night o I have, heard all about 
The fiery salvos heralding your coach.
Of the many great cressets counterfeiting 
Noon at midnight in the grove, of the four 
Great sideboards with their many kinds of silver 
Service, and of the leafy bowers that housed 
The singers and their instruments» I knew 
About it all| and I know that the dawn 
Espied you, traitress, still there by the river. 
Tell me now it is ho more than the raving 
Of my maddened fancy, and tell me now 
I take excessive liberty in speaking 
To you in this manner, when my affront 
And your frivolity both give me cause 
For reproach.



Jacimta<. But in Heaven’s name —
Do Juan*

Jacintao 

Do Juan.

Jaeinta.

I. Juan. 
Jaeinta.

Do Juan.

Ho more
Inventions; .W silent; $ s^vnothin^^morei,>.
When an offense is verified, excuses
Will not serve. How, false one, I know say hurt.
Do not deny that I have lost you. Your
Inconstancy has wounded me, but I
Shall suffer nought from disillusionment.
Although you may deny what 1 have heard.
What I have seen you must confessj and what 
You are this moment contradicting, I '
Have seen in his own eyes . And what about 
His father? Why was he here? What did he 
Tell you? Are you now allotting the son 
Your nights and his father your days? I saw him. 
How all ay dearest hopes are crushed and broken 
By your falseness. And mow I recognize 
Your evasive responses as the spawn 
Of you inconstancy. But, torturpss.
As the Heavens lives, may you never be 
Content$ Burn, just as the bursting, volcano 
That is my jealousy burns now. May /he 
Who has i*pft me lose you as I have lost 
You.

Are you sane?
Is any despairing lover

Sane?
Please hear me if you value the truth.

You shall soon see how misinformed you are.
I must go. Your uncle is coming.

No,
He’s not, Listen to me, because I know 
I can convince you of my innocence.

It is in vain unless you give me here.
At ©nee, your hand in solemn wedding vow.

Jaeinta. Give you my hand? Here comes my uncle now I
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ACT TWO 
(SCENE I)

(Drawing room In. the house of DON BELTRAN.)
(Enter BON GARCIA, TRISTAN and CAMINO. DOE GARCIA■. in imdoor attires 
is reading from a paperT)
Do Garefao *Tke press of an emergency has forced

Me to overstep the bounds of my station.
Tonight, from a balcony which the bearer 
Will show you, you shall know of it. The rest
Is not to be told in writing, God keep you «
Who sends this?

Gamine. Dona lucreeia de Luna,
D, Garcia. The spirit, without doubt, who lives within

My breast. Is she not the beautiful lady 
We saw in the Plater fa this morning?

Gamine. Yes, Sir.
D. Garcia. What great good fortune! Tell me now.

For my life's sake, whatever you.may know
About her.

Camino. It greatly amazes me
Her fame could be hidden from you. Since you 
Have seen her, I shall not enlarge upon 
Her beauty. She is virtuous as well as 
Prudent, her father is a widower
And old, and she'll inherit full two thousand
Ducats income —

B. Garcia. Do you hear that, Tristan?
Tristin. Yes, I hear, and not with dissatisfaction,
Camino. And as regards the primacy of her

Descent, it may not be denied? Her father •
Is'a Luna, Mendoza was her mother's 
lame. Moreover, she has a keen mind. Bona 
lucrecia, in effect, deserves a king 
As husband.

Do Garcia. Dove, I ask your wings to reach
A subject so exalted! Tell me where 
This goddess lives. ..

10

20



Gamin.© o Her house is on Vitoria.
T3. Garcia.

Camino.

Do Garcia. 
Gamine.

D. Garcia. 

Gamine.

S. Garciao

Tristan.

D. Garcia.

Tri stein.

Do Garcia.

My geod fertwe is eenfirmed. Yen must be, 
Aeeordiag to this mote, the one who'll guide 
Me t© this glorious heaven.

I shall try
To serve you both.

And I shall be most grateful.
Tonight, precisely on the stroke of ten.
I'll return for you.

Give this to Lucrecia
As my answer.

(Hands GAHIHO a letter.)
I shall, lay God be with you. 

(Exit GAMING)

(SCENE II)
(DON GARCIA, TRISTAN.)

Ah^ what glei*yS What rapturei. Love, what bliss 
Is this? You see, Tristan, the ©me the coachman 
Said was the fairer was Lucrecia, was 
The one I love. The one I spoke to surely 
Must be the one who sends the note.

I'd say
That was an evident presumption.

For
The other, what occasion would she have 
To write me?

In any event, you'll soon 
Be free from doubt, for when you hear her speak 
You'll know her voice.

It's certain I shall not 
Be deceived in that; she has left impressed 
Upon my very soul the dulcet sound 
Of the voice which robs me of life itself.



(Eater a PAGE with.a letterj which he gives to. DOM GARCIA.)
Page.

B. Garcia. 
Page.

(jside.

Tristan.

B. Garcia. 
Tristani

B. Garcia. 
Tristdn.

B. Garcia.

This message, my lord. Bon Garcia, is 
For you.

(PAGE stands with hat, in hand.)
You may wear your hat.

. ri I was bora
Your servant.

No, cover, upon my life.
(Reads to himself.)

**1 wish, alone with you, to verify 
A certain matter. I shall be awaiting 
Your arrival at seven at San Bias.*—
Bom Juan de Sosa.M 

) Good Lord! Not a duel?
What cause can Bon Juan have, if I arrived 
But yesterday and he’s so staunch a friend 
Of mine? —

Inform Bon Juan that it shall be" 10
As he desires.

(Exit the PAGE.)
Sir, your color has changed;

What’s wrong? ..
Nothing, TristSn.

Nothing? May I
Know about it, then?

No, you may not.
Boubtless

A matter of grave concern.
(Exit TRISTAN.)

(To TRISTANi offstage.) Tristan, bring
My cloak and sword —

But what cause did I give him?

* 4 ruined hermitage atop the hill of Atocha, scene 
of many duels.
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(SCENE IV)
(Enter BON BELTRAN to DON SjlCI&I TRISTAN, later.) 

Do Beltrano Qare£af
'Sir?Do Garcxao 

Bo Beltran

Do Garciao
Do Beltran«

We tw© shall take a short 
Jammt a horseback today* for there's a certain 
Matter I should like t© discuss with yen.
Is there anything else?

Where are you going 
low* with the sun bearing down so?

.(Eater TRISTAN to attend DON GARGIi as he dresses.)
Do Garcia.

Do Beltrano

I'm leaving 
To play a game of billiards at the house 
Of our neighbor the Count.

It seems unwise 
For you* having arrived but yesterday*
To hasten out and throw yourself upon 
X thousand people whom you do not know*
Unless you keep two rules inviolate.
They ares When you play and lose* pay in gold; 
And when you speak* be certain what you say 
Is of the same specie. Now that you know 
My sentiments * go do your pleasure.

Do Garcia. 

D. Beltran. 

Do Garcia. 

Do Beltran.

Sound
Buies both* I should say.

At your leisure* bid 
Them have a horse equipt for you.

Presently and attend to it.
I'll go

Goodbye,

1©

(Exit DON BELTBjlN.)



(SCENE ?)

Bo Bo (Asideo

Tristaso 

Bo Beltrano

Tristan* 

lo Beltran*

Tristan*

B* Beltran*r

Tristan*

(B * BELTRAN3 TRISTAN *)
Hew low in spirits the words of his tutor 
Have left met -

Tristan, have you been abroad
With Garcia?

I’ve been with him all day,
Ey lord*

Without considering that he’s 
ly son, and if the faithful spirit I 
Have always found to be within your breast 
Bees not fail you now, tell me your opinion 
Of him*

What can I tell upon such brief 
Acquaintance?

Your tongue lacks the courage» You 
Have had sufficient time and more to make 
Some sort of estimate* Tell me, upon 
ly life, and spare any flattery in 
The telling*

Well, Bon Garcia, my lord,
In my belief, and since you swear upon 
Your life that I must say it*..*

„ You have ever 
Been disposed to oblige me under that 
Condition*

5,>*is a young mam of refined 
Intellect and discerning argument.
But, alas, also of immature whims
And am imprudent arrogance* He still
Smacks the milk of Salamanca and has
On his lips the contagious residue
Of that juvenile crowd —  that heedless manner
Of speaking and of lying without reason
Or moderation, that boasting of all
And extravagance in all* In the space
Of a single hour today, he launched out
Into five or six involved lies*

B» Beltran, herd help meI



Trlstaiu

Bo Beltran, 
Tristan,

Bo Beltran, 
Tristano

B, Beltran,

B, Beltran,

That alarms yon? You've yet t© hear the worsts 
They were such that any©me haring any 
Spark ©f wit whatever might cateh him in.
Oh., @®di

I shemld. never have told yen what 
Was s© certain t© hurt yon, had yen set 
Compelled me,

I well km@w y©mr faith and love.
Year sense ©f pra.d«ace5. my lord, will excuse 
He when I emphasize the risk that 1 
May ran if Bon Garcia ever learns 
Of this o

Trust me, Tristan, and have m© fear,
G© and order the horses t© he saddled,

(Exit TRISTll,)

(SCEIE VI)
(BOM BELTRAN,)

Bear herd, since yom permit this, then it most 
Have seme significance, Imt t© am only 
Son, to the one consolation the world 
Has left me in these my declining years.
What cause had Heaven, to affix so heavy'
4 counterpoise? Well,enough. Fathers always 
Have had such vexations, And men who live 
To a great age always do see great evil. 
Patience $ Today I must close, if I can.
The arrangement for his marriage. Immediate 
Action is my only hope in opposing 
This threat. And if it is not done before 
His lightness is known in the Court, a marriage 
Of the sort his birth merits will be greatly 
Impeded, perhaps, laden down with the cares 
Accessory to wedlock, he will lose 
This ugly went of his. For it is idle 
To think rebuke and counsel will suffice 
To uproot a proclivity so strong.
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Trista&o

Do Beltran- 
Tristan.

Isabelo

Jacinta.

Isabel.

Jacintao 
Isabel. 
Jacintao

(SCENE HI)
(Enter TRISTAN to DON BELTRAN.)

The horses9 sensing ycrar desire to leave,
Are testing the iron of their hooves npon 
The gravel of the drive» Tomr own rose roan.
In expectation of a merry omting.
Goes through his paces unattended; and 
The bay, in emulation of the master 
He will carry, studies movement and posture 
With new ardoro

Then please advise Garcia»
He awaits you.now, so elegantly
Attired that they of the Court will believe 10
The sun to have just this moment arisen«

(Exeunto)

(SCENE HIl)
(A room in the house of DON SANCHQ.)

(Enter ISABEL and JACINTA0
Taking up her pen even as I told her,
Lucreeia, in accordance with your cunning 
Scheme, wrote him that she will await him on 
Her balcony, from which she would discuss 
A certain matter with him; so that now,
From there, you're free to chat, with Don Garcia«
Camino, in whom she places great trust.
Delivered the message =.

I am much obliged
To Lucreeiao

Whatever the occasion.
She always proves to be a faithful friend. 10

Is it late?
It's five o'clock.

Even when 
I'm sleeping, the memory of Don Juan 
Plagues me. This afternoon while I was napping.



I dreamed that he was jealous of another»

Isabelo

Jacinta, 
Isabelo

Jacintao 

Isabel.

Jacinta.

Isabel.

Jacinta.

(They look within.)
Oh3 MistressI Don Beltran, and the Peruvian 
By his side.

What are you saying?
I'm saying

That he that spoke with you today when we 
Were in the Platerla now rides by 
With Don Beltran. See for yourself.

It's true9 
Upon my lifej he is the one. But can .
This be? Why should that deceiver affect 
To be a Peruvian if he is Don 
Beltran's son?

Those of amorous intent 
Commonly make great pretentions to wealth<,
And-by this means he sought to find an entrance 
To your heart. He must have imagined better 
Earnest of success in the role of Midas 
Than in that of Narcissus.

And in saying 
That it had been a year since first he saw 
Mes He lied again| for Don Beltran tells 
Me that he reached Madrid from Salamanca 
yesterday.

Viewed in the right light, my lady,
It might well be true, for he could have seen 
You as he left Madrid for Salamanca,
And again upon returning. But then.
If not, why marvel when one who aspires 
To favor you with exceedingly costly 
Gifts to prove his love should resort to lying? 
Another thing which seems to me apparent.
Unless my intuition plays me false.
Is that his assertions that he adores you 
Were not lightly made, for his father's visit 
Here today must have been a shaft that left 
His hand. It has not been by chance, my lady, 
That on the very same day that he sees you 
And declares his love, Don Beltran should come 
To you and offer his son as your husband.
What you say is all very well, but I



Suspect the interlude between the time 
At which I spoke with the son and the hour 
At which his father came was much too brief.

Isabel.

Jaeinta.

D» Beltran. 
D. Garcia.

B. Beltran. 
Bo Garcia.

B. Beltran..

Bo Garcia.

Bo Beltran.

He knew who you were; he happened to meet
His father in the Plateria, spoke
With him; and Bon Beltrans not unfamiliar
With your qualitiess and rightly approving
His son's choices made haste to come here at once.
Be that as it mays I am satisfied
With his parts; his father favors the match;
And he desires mes Count the matter closed.

(Exeunt.)

(SCENE H)
(A walk near Atoeha.)*’

(Enter BON BEB1R&N and BON GARCIA.)
What do you think of him?

I think that surely 
He is the finest creature I have ever 
Seen. -

A beautiful amimall
And governed 

By a rational spirit. How content 
And yet how mettlesome S

Your brothers Bon 
Gabriel - God forgive him - had mo other 
Thought than of that horse.

Sirs the solitude 
Of Atecha's fields invites you; Declare 
Your will.

Declare my anguish3 you might better

*A church built' on the site of an historical hermitage 
in fields outside Madrid. ' •



D. Garsfa. 
Do Beltrako

Do Garciao 
Do Beltrano

Do Garciao

Do Beltrano

Do Garciao 
Do Beltri.no

ho

Have saido Are yon a gentleman, Garcia? 10
I am yomr son, am I not?

Should the mere 
Fact that you are my son suffice to make 
You a gentleman?

I think. Sir, it should«
A grave misapprehensions Being a
Gentleman consists solely in conducting
One1s self as sucho What founded the noble
Houses? The illustrious deeds of their
Original sires = The brave deeds of humble
Men shed honor upon heirs whom they never
See, Being good or evil, then, proceeds 20
From doing good or evil. Is it not
So? ,-v*

That nobility derives from deeds 
I cannot demyj but neither can you 
Deny that it may come through birth alone.
But if honor may be achieved by him 
Who was born without it, contrariwise.
Might not he lose it who was born with honor?
True.

Then if you perform outrageous acts, .«* 
Although you still must be my son, mo longer 
Can you be called a gentleman5 and if 30
Your practices have made your name repugnant 
la the city, ancestral arms will not 
Prevail, and high progenitors will serve ; ,
For nothing. What am I to think when rumour
Has it that at Salamanca you had
Them gaping with your fine embroidered lies?
What kind of gentleman, indeed, and what
loti If noble and plebeian alike
Are affronted merely by telling them -
They lie, tell me j How will it be if. I kO
Have lied and if I must live, in accordance
With the human code, dishonored until
I avenge myself upon my accuser?
Is your blade so long, do you think, and is 
Your breast so invulnerable that you 
May avenge yourself when the entire town 
Gives you the lie? Can a man have so base



B. Garciao 
Bo Beltrano

Bo Garciao 
Bo BeltrSno

B. Garciao 

Bo Beltr&no

A mind that.he would live subject to this 
Vice, so distasteful and so without profit?
Lechery has its rotten trains the power 5§
Symbolized by gold eompells the ambitious 5 
Heat and drink rules the gormand; idle pleasure 
And lure of gain moves those given to gaming? 
Vengeance —  the homicide? his want —  the thief? 
Fame and presumption —  him of the restless sword. 
All the vices, in short, give either pleasure 
Or profit, save lying. And what is yielded 
By it? Only dishonor and contumely.
Whoever says I lie has lied.

That also 
Is a lie. You know not even how 
To give the lie but by another lie.
If you will not believe me —

.Am I such
A want-wit that I shall believe that you 
Alone speak truth and that all others lie?
It remains for you to forswear this ill
Repute with deeds, to imagine yourself
In another world, to speak rarely and
In all good faith, to arouse to the fact
That you are under the eye of a king
So saintly and so perfect that your own 7®
Blemishes will not find refuge in his.
For you move here among great titles and 
Great men, who, knowing your fault will lose all 
Respect for you, observing you have 
A beard on your face and steel at your side?
That you are nobly born and are my sen.
But there is no need to say more, for surely 
This reprimand were sufficient for one 
Of quality and intellect, A^d now.
That you may understand that I am ever 80
Vigilant toward your preferment, know,
Garcia, I have succeeded in making 
A most advantageous match for you.

Oh,
My Lucreciai

lever, my son, has Heaven 
Lavished so many divine qualities 
Upon a human as She did upon 
Jacinta, the daughter of Bon Fernando



Bo Garciao 
(Asideo)

Bo Beltrano 

Bo Garciao 

lo Beltrano 

Bo Garciao

Do Beltrano 
Bo Garciao 
Bo Beltran»

Bo Garciao

Bo BeltrSm.

Bo Garciao

Do Beltran*
Bo §are£a= 

(Asideo)

Pacheco s by whom I hope t© be favored 
With cherished grandchildren for my old ageo
LmcreciaS If it be possible, yon 90
Alone shall be my mistress.

What is this?
Will you not answer?

For yours I must be,
As Heaven lives.

Wfcgr so sad? Speakj doBft leave 
Me hanging so. .

I cannot help itself,
Because it is not mow within my power 
To obey you.

Why?
Because I am married.

Marriedi Heaven help meI What is this? How? 
Without my knowledge? _ .

It was done perforce.
And has been kept secret.

0h, was there ever 
A father more unfortunates

Feel not 100
So aggrieved. Sir, For when you know the cause, 
You'll deem the outcome fortunate enough.
Have done then, for my life hangs by a hair.
Mow, subtleties of my wit; mow I need 
You. — -

In Salamanca there is a noble 
Gentleman, by name, Bom Pedro Herrera.
Heaven had given him another heaven 
As a daughter, with eyes like sums above 
The clear horizons of her rosy cheeks.
That I may come straight to the point, suffice 110
It to say whatever endowments Mature
Can give of goodness and beauty are met
Iti her. But a perverse fortune, observing
Excess Am her many.virtues, saw fit



T© mike her peer; for, excepting her homse.
She' is far less wealthy than noble, two
Male heirs having been born before her# She
It was, then, that:I saw one evening down
By the river® One might have judged her coach
To be that of Phaeton1s, had the formes 120
Been the Sridanuso I know not who
Surcharges Gmpid with those attributes
Of fire which suddenly engulfed me then.
For what has restless raging fire to do 
With a soul transfixed, with a body rooted 
And immobile? The case.was thus: to see
Her was unavoidable; seeing her 
leant being blinded with love; and to be 
Thus scorched left no course but to follow her.
Unless one had a heart of bronze« Patrolling 130
Her street by day and hovering about 
Her door by night, by means of go-betweens 
And letters I proclaimed my love until.
At last, enamored or compassionate,
She yielded to my pleas; for Love has also 
Jurisdiction over gods.. Sfcr entreaties 
And her favors in response to them grew 
Until one night I was granted admission 
To the heaveh that was her chamber» Them,
While my ardent tongue, conquering decorum, 11*0
Solicited surcease from my great anguish,
I heard her father enter her apartment;
An ill fate had called him that night, for such 
Visits "weire not his custom. She, alarmed 
And animated —  woman to the end -—
Hides me, pushing my almost lifeless being 
Down behind her bed. Don pedro then entered.
And his daughter embraced him with a show
Of pleasure that he might not see her face
While still drained of its color. The two seated 15©
Themselves, and he began with prudent discourse
A proposal of her marriage with one
Of the Montroys. She, wary as she is
Chaste, makes reply in such a manner as
neither to oppose her father’s desire
Her to enamger me, for I am listening.
With this they bade each other a good night.
And the old man almost has his foot over
The threshold of her door when <—  a watch 160
I carried bravely commenced to strike twelve»
Don Pedro heard it, and returning to
His daughter asked, ’(Whence came that watch?” ”0h, that?” 
Replied she, ”My cousin Don Diego Ponce 
Sent it to me to be repaired, there being



kk

Neither watches mor watchmakers im his
Gommmiity.M "let me have itsM her father
Countered,and. I shall see to it myself«K
Well them, at this DeSa Sameha, for that
Is the lady’s name, rams hastily yet 170
Warily over to me to retrieve
The time-piece from my bosom, lest her father
Take it into his fancy to discover
It for himself <, She knelt to take it from
Me, and in giving it to her I chance.
To my misfortune, to tangle its cords
With a pistol which I have in my hamdo
Bank came, the thiggerl' It gave fire, with Bona
Saneha swooning at the blast* Then the old
Ian, now fully aroused, began to raise 180
4 hue and cry. Seeing my heaven on
The floor with her two suns eclipsed, I thought
The ruler of my actions doubtless dead.
And supposed the enormous sacrilege
To have been occasioned by the swift-bartling
Leaden balls from my pistol* At this, wild
With fury, I drew my rapier. 4 thousand
Heii had seemed few to me then. Her two brothers.
Armed and with their servants, station themselves
Like two brave lions to block my escape| 190
And, though ay boundless fury and my sword
Were enough easily to have prevailed.
The dispositions of fate are to be
Impeded by no human force; for as
I brushed against the door through which I forced
ly exit, my sword harness looped about
The latch-bolt and I was caught fast. To free
lyself, it was necessary for me
Then to turn back, thus allowing my foemem
Time to ring me in with a wall of blades. 200
At this juncture, Saneha came to her senses.
And to ward off the sad end promised by 
This dire chain of events, she slammed the door 
Between us, leaving me inside the room 
With her, and my adversaries outside.
We barricaded the door with trunks, chests.
And boxes, hoping that delay would prove 
A remedy for their consuming rage.
We tried to fortify ourselves as best
We could, but my enemies, furious, - 210
Were even then fast breaking through the wall;
Were battering down the door. Then —  observing 
That although we might delay it, repeal,
Of a sentence by am enemy so
Offended and of such high birth would be



Bo Beltran*

Bo Garciao 

Bo Beltrano

Impossible| seeing there at ay. side
beautiful companion•in misfortune.

With cruel fear eating away the blush 
From her cheeks| seeing too that she, completely 
Guiltless, had endangered herself for me 220
By frustrating the designs of the fates —
To reward her fidelity, to end -
Her fears, to escape my death, and to quell
Further distress, I offered a proposal
Of settlement, asking them to accept
The union of our lines as a truce-pledge
To end the bloody conflict« They, aware
Of the danger in which they stand, and knowing
%r quality, accept, after disputing
A, while among themselves« Her father left 230
To give a full account of the affair
To the Bishop and returned with instruction
That any priest might arrange the betrothal.
It was done at once, and sweet peace was thus
Bred of mortal strife, giving you the finest >
Daughter of all, from the South to the forth0
But all of us were in accord the marriage
Should remain unknown to you, lest the match
And my wife's poverty prove not to be
To your liking | but now that I have been 2k0
Forced to tell you, consider if you choose
To think me better dead than here alive
And properly wed to a gentlewoman»
The circumstances of the ease are such 
As to make it seem apparent that fate 
Has destined you to wed the one you did.
And so, I reproach you for nothing more 
Than having kept the knowledge of it from 
Me.

Fears that it would grieve you. Sir, obliged
Me o

Grieve me? If she is so noble, what 2$0
Does it matter though she be poor? The worst 
Of it is that I, having pledged my word 
In ignorance of all this, must now turn 
To Bona Jaeinta with the news. See 
What a fix you put me imS Take the horse,
And, upon my life, come home earlyj we 
Shall discuss your affairs at length tonight,

(Exit BOM BELTBfa,)

B, Garcia, Irll give close regard to your admonitions,



Be Garciao

Bo Juan,

Bo Garciao .

Bo Juan0

&6

(SCENE X.)

' (BON GARCIAq)
All very bravely done. The eld mam leaves 
Persuaded, low he cannot say that neither 
Pleasure nor profit will accrue from lying|
For manifestly it was a real pleasure 
To see that he believed my fabrications <,
And it’s certain I find profit in evading 
A marriage so contrary to my wishes.
A rare thing it was to hear him rebuke
He for lying while at the very time
Giving credence to all the lies I told 10
Him! How simple to deceive one who loves
YouI And how quick to believe toos are they
Who know not how to lie I But Bon Juan waits —

(He calls within.)
Hos thereI Bring my horse. —

So many monstrous 
Things are happening I think I am going 
lads I arrived yesterdays and within 
So short a space of time I find myself 
Involved in love and marriage and a duel.

(SCENE XI)
(Enter BON JOAN to BON GARCIA.)

I see you answer in the proper mannerj 
Bon Garcia.

Knowing the blood that flows 
In my veins 5 who could think my heart would seek 
Another course? But now, Bon Juan, since you 
It is who have called me, please come to cases.
Tell me, what cause have you =— and I am burning 
To know it —  to challenge me to a duel?
That lady whom you regaled this past might, 
Accordingly as you have told me, down 
By the river bank, is the cause of all 10
ly tormentj and although she still demurs.
Our marriage was contracted some two years 
Ago. You have been living here a month.
And from that, although your presence was kept 
Secret from me, I infer that you’ve not



Do Qarcfao

Do Juan.

Do Garciao

Do Juan,.

Been unaware ef my interests <, for they
Were made public, JUad thus you have offended
Me, What I have said is as much as I
Intend to .say, except this: either cease 20
pursuit of this priceless creature that I
Have followed for so long, or, if it chances
#y petition seems ill-founded, the ease
Shall herewith be remanded to the sword;
And he that conquers shall serve her.

It grieves 
He that you, being no better informed 
Than you are, should determine to invite 
Me to this place, For the lady, Don Juan 
Be Sosa, whom I regaled, as God lives.
Has neither ever seen you in her life, 30
Nor will she be your bride; for she is married. 
Furthermore, she is so recently come 
To Madrid that I can affirm myself 
To be the only one here who has seen 
Her, And even though it had been as you 
Supposed, you'd have my oath that I should never 
See her more, as I am a gentleman;
Else I remain damned as a liar.

These
Words have allayed all the'suspicions harbored 
In my breast; I am satisfied.

It yet ' ii.0
Remains that I be so. You have provoked 
Me; the matter may not stand as it is.
Under a misapprehension you brought 
Me here, but having brought me here you have 
Obliged me. Being who I am, I may 
lot with honor leave this place until dead 
Or victorious.

You have satisfied 
My anxieties, but do not suppose 
Their very memory does not leave me raging,

(Swordplay.)

(SCENE XII)
(Enter DON FELIS to the above two.)

D. Fells. Withhold, Gentlemen, for I am hereS



D. Garciao 

Do Fells = 

Do Juano

Do Fells, 

Do Garcia,

Do Fellso

Do Juan,

Do Fellso 

Do Juan,

Do Fellso

Do Juan,

m

let
Him withheld me who thinks he has the power!
Sheathe those blades5 for the occasion of this 
Duel was falseI

/Don Garcia has so 
Informed me, but my challenge has obliged 
Him to bare his valiant steel.

Done, in faith.
Like a brave and valorous gentleman,
And since .you have acquitted yourself well.
Put me in your debt by giving your hand
And your pardon to him who only erred 1©
Through jealousy,

(Each gives the other his hand,)
Since it is ju.st, and since 

You command me. But henceforth be more careful,
Don Juan, before electing to leap headlong 
Into an affair of such gravity.
Exhaust all means else before you resort 
To dueling, for it is perfect folly 
To begin one ill-advisedly, knowing 
That once undertaken it must be finished,

(Exit DOM GARC3A,)

(SCENE XIII)

A fine venture it would have been had I 
Not arrived in time.

So it seems I have 
In effect, deceived myself?

Yes,
And where

Did you hear of the affair?
Through a servant

Of Lucrecia's.
How was I so mistaken?



Do Fellso

Do Juario 
Do Fellso

Do Juan, 
Do Fellso

Do Juan»

Do Fells, 
Do Juan. 
Do Fellso

k9

The truth is, that Jaeinta1s coach and coachman 
Did appear in the Sotill© last night,
AMd that the occupants of the coach did 
Attend the festivities5 but the coach 
Was borrowed. It happened that at the hour IQ
Jaeinta went to call upon Luerecia,
She found the matadoras,* the two ranking 
Highest in the quint, had proceeded her.
The two who live on Carmen Street?

The same.
They asked Jaeinta for her coach, and in 
It, their identity cloaked by the darkling 
Wight, they went to the river. Then your page.
Whom you left to follow the coach, on seeing 
Two ladies enter it in the imperfect light 
Of evening, naturally assumed 20
They were Jaeinta and Lucre cia, he 
Being unaware of the other visit.
Of courseo

He faithfully followed the coach 
Until he found himself among the music 
And the dining in the grove5 then he left 
And hastened back to the city to seek 
You. His failure to find you was what caused 
All the pain, because, had he found you there.
You could have been spared this misunderstanding.
So my torment was sprung from that. And still, 3© 
It gives me so much joy to know that I 
lias mistaken, that I regard this recent 
Unpleasant employment well worth the while.
I gleaned another choice tidbit.

Which is?
I found that the aforesaid Don Garcia 
Arrived in our city from Salamanca 
Yesterday, only yesterday, and that

* The matadores are high cards in a combination in 
ombre.



Do Juario 
Do Felis< 
Do Juan* 
Do Fells«

Do Juanc

Do Fells,

Do Juan.

Do Fells<

D. Juan.

Upon arrival he retired and slept
The whole night throughj and that the entertaining
And the feasting he told us of was all £c
Lies.

What are you saying?
Only the truth0

Don Garofa is a liar?

A blind
Man could see it.' With such a vast outlay 
Of bowerss sideboards, gold and silver service; 
So many lavish courses, instrumental 
Choirs, and singers —  was it not all a patent 
Lie?

It would seem so, but the thing that makes 
Me doubtful is his courage; he's a very 
Valiant man to be a liar. The fury 
Of his sword would furnish Hercules cause 
For griefo

It may be that his lying comes 
From a humor, whereas his valor is 
Inherited.

Let us go, Felis; I 
Must beg Jacinta*s forgiveness and tell 
Her of the occasion whereby this prankster 
Fired my suspicions.

Hereafter, believe 
Nothing he may tell you, Don Juan.

And I
Shall be counselled by your integrity.

(Exeunt.)

(SCENE XIV)
(A street.)

(Enter TRISTAN, DON GARCIA, and CAMINO, in night attire.)
'S. Gar era. May my father forgive me; I was forced



To deceive him.
Tristan. An ingenious ruse

It was —  but tell me: by what new invention
Will you keep him from discovering the marriage 
Is a fraud?

D, Garcia, I’ll intercept any letters
That he may try to send to Salamanca,
And, forging' the replies myself. I’ll continue 
The fiction as long as may be required.

• (SCENE XT)
(Enter JjCINTA, IPCRECIA, and ISABEL above, 101 GARCIA, TRISTAN, and 
CAENQ "are" below in' the streetrj~~ ' '

With this new turn. Bon Beltran became greatly 
Vexed to find me still content with the marriage 
Proposal,

So the counterfeit West=-Indian 
Truly is the son of Bon BeltrAn?

Truly.
But who told you all that about the banquet?
Bon Juan.

When was he with you?
Bor a short 

While this ’ evening we were able to see 
E<|eh other, and he spent the entire time 
Telling me about it.

Jacimta.

Lucrecia,

Jacinta. 
Lucrecia, 
Jacinta, 
Luerecia. 
Jacinta.

Lucre cia.    And so It would
Appear that your affairs are now become 
Greatly involved. He deserves to be punished!

10

Jacinta. Those three men -- they seem >t© be1 coming closer 
To the balcony.

Luerecia. Then one should be Bon 
Garera, for this is the hour.



Jacimta=

Lucrecia.

Isabel=

While we
Are talking with them, Isabel, you keep 
A close watch upon our ©Id mem.

father
Is busy narrating a lengthy tale 
To your uncle.

They come.
Trust me to warn you if 

(Exit ISABEL.)

Cam.(To D. GARCIA.) This is the balcony beneath
Which you may expect such surpassing glory.

(Exit CAMHO.)

Lucrecia. 
D« Garcia. 
Jacinta.
D. Garcia,

(SCENE XVI)
You know what to do; answer in my name. 
Lucrecia?

Is that Don Garcia?
It

Is he who only today, as he passed
Through the Plateria, found the most precious
Jewel ever wrought by Heaven; and who.
When he saw her, so prized her that he gave. 
Burning with love, his very heart and soul 
To her. I am, in fine, he who takes pride 
Only in. belonging to you; and I 
Am he who this day began to exist.
Because I am Lucrecia*s slave.

Jacinta.(Aside to My friend.
This fellow overflows with love —  he has 
Enough for all the ladies.

Lucrecia.
Jacinta.
D. Garcia.

He’s a fibber.
He’s a great liar, you mean.

I await your command.
dear lady,

Jacinta. We cannot now 
Discuss the matter that I wished to speak



With yen about..i
Trigo(In Do GARCIA'5 ear.) Is it she?
Do Garcia. 
Jacinta.

D. Garcia. 
Jacinta.

1. Garcia. 
Jacimta.
B. Garcia.

Yeso”—
...which dealt 

With a marriage of great concern to me9 
But one which I have subsequently found 
Is impossible.

Why is tha,t?
Because

Tom are already married.
Married? i?

You.
&8 God livess Irffi & bachelor. Whoever 

Told you that has deceived you.

See a greater fraud?

To lie.

Jacinta. (Aside to LGCKECIA.) 

lucrecia.

Jacintai 

B. Garcia.

Jacinta.

Lucrecia.

Bid you ever

He knows nothing but

And do you honestly expect 
To persuade me of that?

I really am 
A bachelor9 as God lives.

He even swears
Its

Always has it been the rule for those 
Who practice deceit to bind what they say 
In ah oath3 so that it will be the more 
Promptly swallowed. —

1 . Garcia:.. If your white hand it was
With which Heaven intended to fulfill 
$y dreams <, I shall not lose so great a blessing 
Upon the strength of a deceit so easy 
To disprove.

Jacinta, He lies with so much assuranceI



Does it not seem he is telling the truth? —
Do Garcia. I give you my hand. Madam, and with that 

You must believe me.
Jacinta. I believe that you

Are of the•sort who will give their hand thirty 
Times in an hour.

Do Garcia. I’m ill-accredited
With you, it seems.

Jaeinta. And with sufficient reason.
I think anyone should be. misbelieved 
Who tells me he is a Peruvian, when 
Actually he as born in Madrid;
Who, having arrived yesterday, asserts 
He has been here at the Court an entire 
Year| who, having confessed this afternoon 
That he was wed in Salamanca, is 
This very moment recanting his statement;
' And who, after spending the night in bed.
Says that he spent it regaling a lady 
Down at the river.

Tristan. (Aside..) They’ve found it all out.—
B» Garcia. ly angel, but.hear me, and I shall give 

You the unadorned truth, for I see now 
How the design has gone amiss. I’ll pass 
Over the charges which do not concern 
The marriage, as they are of little moment 
By comparison. But tell me, Lucrecia,
If you have. been the cause of my pretending 
To be. married, am I so much to blame 
For having lied?

Jaeinta. 

D. Garcia,

jaeinta. 

1. Garcia,

I the cause?
You, indeed.

Madam.
How?

That’s precisely what I wish 
To explain.

Jae. (Aside to LUCRECIA) Hark, our romancer bids fair 
To tangle himself up properly now.
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Bo Garciao My father made arrangements yesterday
For my marriage with another, hut I,
Who am yours, proposed to exempt myself
In this way5 for, while any hope remains
That I may win your hand, I wish to he 76
Thought married by all but you; to you only
Shall I be free to wed. Tour note had come
To lend encouragement to my desires.
And this talk of a marriage contract with 
Another threatened to dash them. The ease 
Was thus. Can you find reason for alarm 
In an untruth sprung from my true devotion 
To you?

lucreeia, (Aside,) Suppose he is telling the truth5 --
' iae, (Aside,) low very prettily, devised, and how

Quickly& —- But how could I have caused such deep 86 
Affection on such short acquaintance? You 
Have hardly seen me, and yet you profess 
To be lost. Without knowing me, can you 
Be sure you want to marry, me?

. B, Garcia, It's true
•i' Madam, that ere today. 1 had not seen
;• Your peerless beauty; for Bove now obliges

He to be sincere. But think; if the cause 
Of my love is divine, (for the ehild-god 
Cupid does not travel on foot, but on 
Wings) the effect is a miracle. To say $E6
That you have need of time before you kill,
Lucreeia, is to deny your divine 
Power, Then you say I profess myself 
Lost without knowing you —  Pray God I never 
Know you if .it should make me love you morel 
I know you well. Well I know the endowments 
With which a prodigal Fortune has blessed 
You, You are a moon without an eclipse,
A season unmarred by the fateful Tuesday,

* I know too that your mother is deceased, ‘ 160
■ That you are alone in your house, and that

. Your father's income surpasses a thousand 
Boubloons, How tell me if I am not well 
Informed, I would, my love, you knew as much 
Of me,

Lucreeia .(Aside.) He almost moves me to believe 
Him, =’*==

Jacinta, But Jacinta, is she not fair also?



Is she not witty;, rich, and one to cause 
Even the foremost of men to desire 
To make her his bride?

Do Garcia„ Beautiful and witty
And wealthy though she is, she holds no charms 
For meo

11©

Jaeinta, Indeed? What fault has she?
Bo Garciao The greatest.

Which is, that I do. not happen to love 
Hero

Jaeinta. . It was agr desire, to see you married
To her, and with that one. intent in mind 
I called you here„

Do Gareiao A vain insistence, then.
For my father sought the same thing this morning. 
And I have told him I am married elsewhere»
"And if you, my lady, seek to encourage 
The match, forgive me, but in order to 
Escape it, I shall be married in Turkey 
That is the truth, as God lives, for my love 
Is of a sort that abhors all that is 
Not you, my Luereeia»

Lucrecia. (Aside.) I only wish —  —

Jacinta.

D. Gareia«

Jacinta=

low you lie to me most flagrantly & Have 
You neither memory nor sense of shame? 
After declaring your love for Jacinta .
This very day, how can you now deny 
it?; ;

I? . To Jacinta? Upon ray oath,
I have spoken to no one but to you 
Since my arrival here.

This shameless lying 
Can carry you no further. If you dared 
To begin lying to me the first moment 
You met me, how can I ever believe

13©

# i,e», acquire a harem.
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Tew? Qod be with and if ever I 
ShoBld listen to yon hereafter s yon may 
lest assured, that it will be to anra.se 
Itself, as one who ::iis'wbaried by weighty 
Matters will seek escâ pe in his spare moments 
In the pages of Ovid. .■

(Exit JACINTAo)
Do Garcia. - Here me, fair

Iracrecia —*
Lucrecia. (i,side«) He seems perplexed. ■=«-

(Exit LHCRIGXA.)
I'm insaneI • 190

Gan truth be worth so little?
In the mouth

That is false.
She is disposed to believe

Nothing I sayI
True, but why do you marvel.

When she has just caught you in four or five 
Lies? From what has happened, if you will but 
Consider, you may very clearly see 
That *ke who lies because, it is his whim 
Is doubted when it means the most to him.#

ACT THREE 
.(SCENE I)

(Drawing room in the house of EON JUAN EE LINA.)
(Enter GAMING with a note; He gives it to LUCRECIA.)

Gamine. . This is for you. It was handed to me
By Tristan, in whom with good reason Eon 

. Garcia confides as you do in me.
Although his scanty fortune forces him 
To serve,, he is nonetheless very well born, . 
And he so extols the telling effect 
Of your reply, that he swears Eon Garcia 
Has gone mad.

B. Garcia. 

Tristan. 

E. Garcia. 

Tristan.

Lucreeia. A strange affair< Bo you think



C amino o

Lmerecia,

Camino,

That he could be deceiving me and yet 
Be so persistent? Even the most deeply 
Enamored ones subside when they observe 
Their love to be mnrequitedo And can 
A love so constant amid such disdain 
Be feigned?

If the heart may be judged by outward 
Signs, I at least, from what I have discerned.
Am willing to swear that his pangs are real.
For one who will pass and repass your house 
Constantly day and nightj who will gaze up 
At the:heavy shutters outside your window 
So intently5 who sees that you retire 
From your balcony without deigning notice 
Of him as he walks by, and yet holds firm 
In his affection; anyone who’ll weep.
Despair, and give me money just because 
I serve you -« money is the truest sign 
Of devotion nowadays —  anyone,
I say, who will do all these things must be 
Sincere, and it would be folly to deem 
Him otherwise.

A H  very well remarked,
Gamin©, but I would to Heaven t
Were certain of his love. To tell the truth,
I find my heart is not entirely closed 
To his addresses. Although I have mot 
Been deceived by his blandishments, they have, 
Nevertheless, succeeded in arousing 
ly curiosity. I’ll grant it seems 
Foolish to credit so notorious 
A liar in anything he says; but.
He has no real need to lie, and since 
He may tell the truth if he so desire.
I’m constrained by self-love and foolish hope 
To the notion that he may change his ways 
Because of me. And thus, —  to guard ray honor 
Against deceptive praises, and because 
His affection, if a true one, is worthy 
Of mine in return —  I must walk between 
Woe on the one hand and bliss on the other. 
Neither accepting his false words nor scorning 
His true ones.

I am of the same Opinion.
lucreeia. 'Then tell him that I, without opening 

His message, heartlessly tbre it to shreds.



Gamin© o 

Lucrecia. 

Gamin©.

Saying that was his answer. Afterwardss 
Speaking as on your ©wn authoritys 
Bid him not despairj and tell him that if 
He wants t© see mes to attend the octave 
Of the Magdalen this afternoon.

Leave
A H  to me| I'm off.

I place all my hopes
In you.

They'll not be lost because of mej 
name signifies a pathway.

.)

(SCENE II)
(A room in the house of DPI BELTRAN.)

(Enter DON BELTRAN, DON GARCIA and .TRISTAN. BON BELTRAN hands LON 
an opened letter.) ■

B. Beltran. 
B. Garcia.

B. BeltrSn.

B. Garcia.

D. Beltran. 

D«

Have you written, Garcia?
I shall write

Tonight.
Read this letter that I have written 

First, so that what you write will not conflict 
With what I have told your father-in-law.
For I have decided that you will go 
In person and bring home your bride. To send 
For her when you're at perfect liberty 
To bring her would be to show very little 
Respect.

True, but such a journey would be 
Out of the question now.

Indeed? How so?
i>he is expecting a child, and until .
She bears your blessed grandchild, it would not 
Be wise for her to risk the road.

10

33. Beltran. My FaithS
It would be most foolish for her to travel.



But tell me this: Why is it you. have mentioned.
Wothing of her delicate state before?
Garcia?

Bo Garcia.

Bo Beltran«

Because I knew nothing of 
It myself until I received her letter 
Yesterday5 in which she tells me that now 
There is no doubt but that she is with child.
If the infant should prove to be a grandson. 
You'll have made my old age a happy one.
See here —  I think it would be well to add 

(Be takes back the letter.)
That I am greatly pleased by this glad news. 
Tell me your father-in-law's given name 
Again| it escapes me.

B. Garcia. 
B. Beltran.

Whose given name?
Your father-in-law's <

B. Garcia.(Aside,) 

B. Beltran.

Bo Garcia.

I»m undone«
Bon Biego.

Either I deceive myself, or at other 
Times you have called him Bon Pedro.

I seem
To recall that I havej but they are both 
His, Sir —  both names.

B» Beltran. Biego and Pedro both?
B, Garcia. There is no reason to marvel, because,

According to a certain stipulation 
The successor to the title of that 
House is properly addressed as 'Bon Biego.' 
Since my lord was called 'Bon Pedro' before 
He inherited and became 'Bon Biego' 
Afterward, he is often addressed now 
As 'Bon.Biego' and again as 'Bon Pedro.'

B. Beltran. Ah arrangement not unheard of in many
Spanish houses. I shall write him at once.

(Exit BOB BELThIm . )

(SCENE III) ■

(BON GARCIA, TRISTAN.)
Tristan. A strange species of confusion yours was 

That time.



Do Garcia« 
Tristan,

Do Garcia,
V

Tristano 

Do Garcia,

Tristan,

Do Garcia, 

Tristan,

Do Garcia, 
Tristan,

Ton caught what was said?
A great deal

Was said to catch. This should teach you that he 
Who practices deceit must have both great 
Ingenuity and a perfect memory,
I thought I was lost.

And you will bes given
Enough time, my lord.

Meanwhile, I shall learn 
Whether or no my love has been rewarded.
What is your guess about Lucrecia?

I
Surmise, although she has the reputation 0
Of being very hard to win, that you 
Will be able to conquer her without •
The power of a Tarquin.

Did she read
My. note?

Yes, although Oamimo confides 
That she ordered him to say that she tore 
It to pieces. Since he admits this much.
It would appear your suit cannot be going
Too badly. Such may be assumed, at any
Rate, if one has faith in that epigram
Of Martial1s in which he says in effects S©
WI wrote her, but Nevia has not replied.
Then she is unkind. But yet she will soften.
For she read what I wrote,"

You may be right,
Camino is your ally and has promised
To disclose all the secrets of her heart
To you, a promise that he will no doubt
Fulfill if you pay him enough, for mo
Torture devised can wring out a confession
As effectively as money. And t^en
It might well be, my lord, that a few gifts 3©
Would assist you in winning this hard-hearted
Beauty, for it is known that Cupid kills



With golden arrows.
Do Garcia, 

Tristan,

D, Garciao 

Tristan,

B* Garcia, 

Tristan,

D, Garcia, 

TristSn,

Yon never seem churlish<, 
Tristanj, s&w6 in a few of these ideas 
Of yomrs, Is she of the sort who surrender 
Themselves for gold?

Virgil maintains that Dido 
Was as much moved by the gifts of JUaeas 
Is she was by Cupid's arrows. And Dido 
Was a queen I Don't take offense at my rude 
Conceits5 for diamonds are used to cut diamonds, 
And names may be bought in the name of gold.
Did you not see that she was offended by 
My offer in the Platerla?

Yes,
My lord, but then your offer might offend 
Her when your jewels would not. Let yourself 
Be ruled by custom. Ho man in this city 
Ever received a broken arm or leg 
Through his shameless generosity.

Find
Cut what would please her, for I can imagine 
Myself giving her the whole world,

C amino
Will lead the way, for he's the pole about 
Which this sphere revolves, And if there is any 
Doubt in your mind as to whether your.̂  suit 
Is progressing satisfactorily.
My lord, Camino was ordered to say.
As if at his own suggestion, that Dona 
Lucreeia will .attend the celebration 
0f the octave this very afternoon 
At the Convent of the Magdalen,

Sweet
Surcease from my torments I But why, Tristan,
Why did you choose to wait so long before 
Telling me this, when you knew it would make 
Me wild with joy?

I gave it to you little 
By little so as to prolong the pleasure,

(Exeunt,)



(SCENE IV)
(Cloister of the Convent of the Magdalen, with a door opening into 
the ehurefao) •

(Inter JACINTA and LCCRECIA, wearing veils.)
Jaeimta0 So Don Gareia still pursues?
Lucrecia. And so

Steadfastly that, knowing what a deceiver 
He is, he almost gives me cause to doubt«

Jaeintao Perhaps he is not deceiving youj truth
Is not forbidden to the lying tongue.
It is possible that he truly loves
You, the more so since his desire for you
Must grow with each new glimpse of you he steals»

Lucrecia. You favor me as always| and I might
Be inclined to agree if your own beauty 10
Did not surpass the very sun in splendor.

Jaeinta. You know your worth. Lucrecia, and you know
That no decision has ever been reached 
Concerning us, because the votes are tied.
Besides, beauty alone does hot inspire 
Amorous feelings, for love also has 

• Its element of chance. I am consoled 
By the thought that it is for you that he
Disdains me, and that it is you who have 
Succeeded where I have failed; nor are you 20
In any way to blame, for he is under 
No obligation to me. But proceed 
Very cautiously, for you will no longer 
Be blameless if you throw your heart away.

. Aud find yourself duped by one who is branded
With the reputation of knowing only
To deceive.

Lucre cia. Thank you, Jaeinta, but calm
Your suspicions. . I meant that I am almost
At the.point of believing him, not loving
Him.

When you believe him you will begin 30
To feel obligated, and feeling thus 
You will begin to love him. It is only 
A short jump from believing him to loving 
Him.



Lucreeia= What would you say if you kaew he seat 
He a billet-doux?

Jaeinta<>

Lucreciao

Jaeinta,,
Lucreciao

Jacintao
Lucreciao

Jacinta,1

Lucreciao

Jacinta.

Lucreciao

I should say that you 
Already believe him, and perhaps even 
That you love him.

You’re mistaken; consider 
That my interest may rather arise 
From curiosity than from love. Bid 
He not speak very pleasingly to you 
In the piaterfa?

Oh, yes.
And which 

Were you when you heard him, curious 
Or enamored?

Merely curious.
Well

Then, receiving this note from him has made 
Me curious, just as hearing him made 
You curious.

Your error is apparent 
When one considers the fact that while listening 
Is nothing more than courtesy, acceptance 
Of a note is clearly a grant of favor.
It would be, if he knew that I accepted 
The note, but he thinks that I tore it up 
Without reading it.

That being the case.
You convince me that curiosity 
May indeed by what impels you.

The dearest 
Pleasure I find in life has always been 
The satisfaction of a very lively 
Curiosity. Since you know his falseness,
Listen to this and tell me if a lie 
Could so resemble truth as this one does.
(She takes out a paper and reads in a whisper.)



(Eater CAMIHO, BOM GARCIA and TRISTAN from the other side. JjCINTA andT
CaaiB®e Bo you see the one reading from a paper?
Bo Gareiao Yeso
Caminoo She is Lucrecia»
Do Garof ao (Asideo) To think that one

So Beautiful could be the cause of such 
Inhuman sufferingI I am consumed 
With jealousy. —

Caminos I am greatly
In your debt.

Tristlbo (To CAMINO.)
Tomorrow o

You will be wearing new clothes

Camino<

Bo Garcia=

Tristan,

Bo Garcia,

Jacinta, 

Lucrecia.

And I shall owe my good fortune 
To you. —

(Exit CAMINO.)
If I could manage to achieve it 

Without their seeing me3 Tristan3 I'd like 
To take a look at that paper Lucrecia 
Has in her hand.

That should not offer any 
Serious obstacles, If you will just 
Keep to the wall of the chapel and come 
Back in the other way, you'll find yourself 
Looking over their shoulders.

(Exit TRISTAN.)

Gome through this way.

10

Yess you’re right.
(Exit BOH GARCIA.)
Lower j, or you will set 

A bad example5 Lucrecia.
But then

You’ll not be able to hear what" I say —
Perhaps you had better read it yourself.

(Giving flae paper to JACINTA.)
Jacinta, I suppose that would be the better way. 20



(SCENE 71)
(Eater TRISTAN and DON GARCIA, through another door to stand, looking over 
the, ladies1 shoulders

' ✓ 1 ' 1Tristaa. . Our tactics have proven successful,
Do Garciao You

Try t© read it., Tristan, if you can see 
Better from where you are*

Jacimta.1 (Reading*) ••Since you refuse
To believe what I say, perhaps you will 
Believe what I do —  actions never lie«
If my becoming your husband depends
Upea your' trusting me; if by convincing
You of my sincerity I can gain
Your favor| then, lucrecia, by the hand
That is writing this, I swear I am now 10
Your husband, Don Garcia.*

1. Garcia. (Aside to TRISTIn .) As God lives.
That's my note!

Tristan. Indeed? Then why should she be
So late in reading it? •

D. Garcia. Perhaps she finds
A new delight in reading it again.

Tristan. In any case, it's a good sign.
D,. Garcia. In any

Case, I feel fortunate. --
Jacinta. Brief, but concise|

He's either very much in love, or else 
Very much a liar.

D. Garcia. (To JACINTA.) W  lady, turn
This way that I may see those eyes whose rays 
I have no power to resist.
(The ladies draw their veils closely about them.)

Jacinta. (Aside .to IHCBECIA.) He hasn't 20
Seen you5 keep closely veiled and.you will soon 
Be undeceived.



Lucrecia. 

Bo Garcia,

Jacinta.

Be Garcfa,

Jacintao

Dissemblej and do not 
Reveal who I am, —

•Brash aside that slender 
Disguise that hides the "Header of the Heavens» 
That heaven in the minds of men.

(J&GIETjL discovers herself to him.)
Is it

• possible that I am. now face to face 
With the one who has reft me of ay life?
And' aewy knowing yourself to be my murderess s 
You have fled here. But if my death has forced 
You to seek refuge“in this church, then have 
No fear| there is such contrariness in 
The laws of love that the victim is held 
Prisoner, and the one who caused his death 
Goes free. Now I hold some hope, my beloved. 
That you have taken pity on my suffering.
Since it must have been repentance that brought 
You to the Magdalen. You see how Love 
Has ordained an atonement for ray torture?
For,. Madam, although I have suffered torment 
From your cruelty, the knowledge that you 
Are penitent catapults me to glory.
You are silent, ray dearest one —  does not 
My unhappy state oblige you to speak?
Gould it be you repent your penitence?
Consider carefully. Madam, before 
You slay me again? remember that there 
Is nothing to protect one who commits 
A crime inside a church.

Bo you remember

And so well, I swear, that since the day 
We met in the Platerfa, I've been 
Utterly at a loss to know-myself?
So that since that time, of the two of us,
I think that I have had ray being more 
In you than in myself. Within the time 
Since first I say you, live been so transformed 
I neither know who I am nor remember 
Who I was.

I remark a manifest 
Similarity to your former self 
In this new one, seeing that you begin 
To solicit a new amour without 
Stopping to consider that you are married.
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Bo Garciao . Is married? Be you believe that?
Jacimtao Why not?
Bo Gareiao What senseless obstinacyI It was nothing

More than an invention by which I’d hoped 
To become years, upon my "Faith*S

Jaeimta* , @r not
To become mine. As I recall, you mentioned 
Something about being married in Turkey?

Bo Garcia. Again I swear in God’s name that I am,
s ■ Because I adore you, married where all

Others are concerned, and a bachelor only 
To you.

Jacimtao (To lUCRECIA)l)o you see your folly?
Lucreciao(Aside.) Ah, Eeavemi

Mast'.my first flash of love, yet scarcely felt. 
Give birth to volcanoes of envy? —

Bo Gareiao' ■ Madam,
That night when you were on your balcony.
Bid I hot fully explain everything?

Jacinta. On my balcony!
Lucrecia.(Aside.) Oh, false friend! —
Jacinta.

Bo Garcia. 
Lucreciao(

Bo Garcia.

Jacinta.

I tell
You, you are mistaken; you talked with me?
With a© other.

And so you rally him 
~In the night and council me in the
And the mote you received =—  do you 
Any knowledge of that?

Note? What mote?

Luereeia«(Aside.)
How faithful a friend!

See

B.
That you have read it.

I know very well



Jacintao La.ess when they are harmless.
Pass for witticism, but they are mot 
To be suffered after they exceed 
That li#it.

Do Garciao But did you mot speak with me
- From your balcony, Laereeia> but three

lights ago?
Jacimtao (Aside.) Lucrecia? I see it mow?

A uew bull5 another inweatiom# He 
Has recognized Lucreciaj and it mow 
Is certain she is the one he adores. 
For he pretends', in order not to make 
Her angry, that he has mistaken me 
For her. —

90

Lucrecia. (Aside.) low I see —  I have been betrayed!
Doubtless she has managed to let him know ,
My identity and now he is trying 
To make amends by: feigning that he spoke 
To her so only because he mistook 
Her for me. —

Tristan.(To D. -) The young woman at her side

D. Garcia«

Tristan.

May be responsible for her denial 
That she is Lucreeia.

So I deduce.
Since she would not have discovered her face 
To me had she not wanted me to know.
But would they speak to each other unless 
They were acquainted?

Strangers often speak 
To each other when they happen to be 
Close together.

100

D. Garcia. True.
Tristan. You’ve yet time to right

Matters if you will pretend that your eyes 
Deceived you, and you mistook her for someone 
Else. ~~

D. Garcia. . My senses. Madam, are so confounded
By the caprices of an ardent love,
That I have mistaken you for another, f"' 
Forgive me. The veil you are. wearing caused 
The error. For, my fancy is so quickly

110
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Beguiled fey ray desire 5 that any woman 
1 look upon may assume the endearing 
Attributes of the one I love.

Jacinta.(Aside.) I see
I’ve judged his design correctly, —

Lucreeia,(Aside.) Jacinta

D. Garcia.
Advised him in this cunning scheme. —

From the very moment I saw hers made 
Her its proprietress.

heart.

Jacinta.(Aside to LUCRECIA.) This is delightfulI

Luc.(Aside.)

Jacinta.

B. Garcia. 
Jacinta.

B. Garcfa.

She is mocking mei But I must pretend 
Met to understands or I shall fee led 
Into an excess of emotion. —

, If
Lucre eia could fee sure of that, .'I know 
She would fee very gratified to hear it.
Bo you know her?

I do. She is a dear 
Friend of mime, so close indeed'that I dare 
Affirm we share one heart between us.

if Clearly
It can fee mo one but herI How adroitly 
She contrives to let me know her discretion 
And modesty. — -

Since Fate has favored me 
With the occasion. Madam, and since you 
Are an angel, fee now the messenger 
Of ny distress. Advise her of my constant 
Love, and forgive my having thrust this office 

you.
Tristan.(Aside.) It would seem to fee the office

Of all the girls in Madrid nowadays.
B. Garcia. Persuade her that so steadfast a devotion 

Must not fee allowed to go unrewarded.

120

130

Jacinta. Yourself must first persuade her that your love lij.0
Is true. If you can, I know she will soften.



Do Garciao She knows I have seen her beauty, why should. 
She doubt that I die?

Jacinta, Because, to speak truly.
She does not believe that the truth is in 
You,

B« Garcia. . This is the truth, as God livesI '
Jacinta, You yet

Must convince her of that. What does it matter 
If it be true or no if you’re the one 
Who tells her? The deceitful mouth is held 
In such scorn that when its tongue speaks the truth. 
Even the truth is suspicious.

But, Madam —
Enough! You will observe you are attracting 
Attention.

D. Garcia. 
Jacinta,

D. Garcia. 
Jacinta.(To

I will be ruled by you.
LUCRECIA.)

Are you satisfied?
low

(Exit JACINTA.)
Lucrecia. Yes, Jacinta. I 

grateful to you also for your kindness.
(Exit LUCRECIA.)

(SCENE HI)

(DON GARCIA, TRISTAN.)
D« Garcia. Wasn’t Lucrecia clever? Did you note

How cunningly she advised me of her 
Desire to keep her identity hidden?

Tristan. She’s far from being a numskull, upon
My Faith.

D= Garcia. It was apparent that she did not
Wish to be recognized by the young lady 
With whom she was speaking.

Tristan. Plainly she could 
Have had no other reason to deny



33. Garcia. 

TristSn.

1. Garcia.

frist£m.
D. Garcia. 
Tristin.
D. Garcia. 
Tristfin.

A thing s© obviouss for she acknowledged
Having talked with you from her balcony 10
When she touched upon the various points
Of which that particular conversation
Treated.

By which she clearly demonstrated 
That it was not I from whom she was hiding.
It was to the same purpose that she said 
To you, %s I recall, you mentioned something 
About being married in Turkey.n Further,
•The supposition is strengthened by what
She said when she denied she was Lucrecia
And spoke in the third person of her own 20
Thoughts, telling you that she knew that Lucrecia
Would return your love if ever you could
Convince her of your sincerity.

Ah,
Tristan* What can I do to prove my love?
Would you marry her?

Yes.
Then you must a'fek her.

If she refuses me, what then?
It seems

You were not listening closely when she said
Here just now, "You persuade her to believe
You, and I will see to it that she softens.11
What better indication could there bp 30
Of her desire to be yours? . By the same
Token, one who receives your billet-doux
And who talks with you from her balcony
Very plainly shows the regar# ip which
She holds you. Her fear that you are at present
Married alone is the thing that restrains
Her, an obstacle which may be surmounted
By marriage itself| for with gentlemen
Of high degree, a proposal of marriage
Insures immediate inquiry into I4O
One's marital status. And’if because
Of misgivings fostered by your deceit
She should bring you to account —  Salamanca
Is not in Japan.



Do Garcia.

TristSn.

Do Garcia. 
Tristan.

D. Garcia. 
TristSn.
D. Garcia. 
Tristan.
D. Garcia. 
TristSn.
D. Garcia. 
Tristan.

D. Garcia.

It is if one thinks 
It is5 the minutes all are centuries 
To me mow.

But think, shouldn't there he someone 
In Madrid who can testify in your 
Behalf?

There should he.
Then it is a simple

Matter.
I shall hegin the search at once.

I can suggest one.
Who?

Don Juan de Sosa.
Don Juan de Sosa?

Yes.
He knows it well.

Since the day you met in the Plateria,
Neither of you has spoken to the other.
And though I've often wondered what he wrote 
In the note he sent you that cut you so,
You blanched and reprimanded me so sternly 
That afterward I dared not ask again.
But since the question is so apropos.
Since the furor is past, and since, my lord. 
You've made me secretary of the archives 
Of your breast, 1 think you will not deny 
Me an explanation now.,

Here it is
Then, for your sedtecy and circumspection 
Have been put to the trial, and I know 
I may safely confide in you. Don Juan 
De Sosa wrote me saying he would wait 
For me at San Bias at seven o'clock 
In the evening on a matter of some 
Importance. I told no one, for the man 
Who publicises a duel seeks either 
Assistance or escape, cowardly aims 
Both. I arrived at the appointed place,



Tristan*

Bo Garcfa*

7h

And. there I found Bon Juan awaiting me 
With his sword and his spleen '—  a coalition 
Of arms not lightly to be reckoned with*
He aired his sentiments| I satisfied 
His demandso Then, to conclude the affair 
As the code of honor dictates, we bared 
Our blades * I took my distance at once.
And gaining an advantage in the degrees 80
Of profile,* I delivered a prodigious
Thrust* An Agnus Bei that he wore proved
His life’s salvation, when, my sword’s point striking
It square in the middle, my blade became
Two pieces. He was forced back by the great
Impetus of the blow, but he came at
Me again, burning with fury, and threw
A point at me* Quickly I parried, catching
His blade at the foible and so was able
To hold him* He then began to withdraw fO
His blade (the loss of two-thirds of ay own
Having forced me to stick to him so closely
As to stop his breathing), his sword’s edge grating
Across mine. Then, finding me still so close
(For I chose to fight him body to body
Owing to the fault in my faithless blade).
Bon Juan, furious new, sought to dispatch 
Me with a savage cut aimed at my head*
Anticipating the stroke at its start,
I came down with my blade, killing the movement 100 
In his. Here was TroyI Biposting, I took 
Him with, a counterstroke of such unbounded 
Force my sword’s deficiencies counted little.
For, with his head laid open by a gash 
A span in length, he fell senseless —  I even 
Suspect soulless —  to the ground* There I left him 
And returned unobserved* That is exactly 
How it happened, Tristan, and is the reason 
You have not seen him these past days*

A strange
Circumstance I ' And do you suppose he died? 11©
Could I suppose otherwise when his very 
Brains lay scattered over the countryside?

* A term in seventeenth-century Spanish swordplay. 
Garcfa had maneuvered around to Juan’s side.



Tristan. Peer Ion Joan —  but isn’t that he approaching?

(SCENE VIII)
(Enter SON JUAN and- BON BELTRAN from the opposite side of the stage < 
BON GARCfA and TRISTAN.)
D« Garcia. 
Tristan. 

(Aside.)

P. Garcia. 

Tristan.'

Be

Tristan.

D. Garcia.

Tristan.
B. Garcia.

How odd!
Am I to be gulled like the rest?

I, the chamberlain of your breast?
Ye GodsS

What foolish excuse had I to believe 
Him3 knowing his accomplishments so- well?
But thens who would not be deceived by falsehoods 
So adroitly fashioned? —

Without a doubt 
He's been healed by enchantment.

Of a wound
That splattered out his very brains? And in 
So short a time to be made whole again?
Is that so much? I know a certain charm 10
By which a man in Salamanca who
Had lost an arm and half his shoulder too
Was healed; the severed .part having been merely
Stuck back on. In something less than a week
The charm made him as good as new.

The clouds
Are beginning to liftI

This was not told me. 
Mind you) this I say myself.

That will do.
And I'd not waver one word from the truth. 
Were it to save my life.

The like of himTrist&m.(Aside.)
Was never known. —

My lord, be good enough 
To repay my services with this charm.

20

B. Garcia. Its accents are Hebraic) if you have



No familiarity with the tongue 
Ton’ll not he able to pronounce it.

Tristan. You,
I take it, know the language?

D. Garcia. By all means $
letter than I know Castillian. I speak 
Ten languages.

Tristan.(Aside.) Taken in aggregate
They’ll not suffice for all your lying. Aptly 
Might your person be described as *a body 
Of truths|” because no truth ever departs 
From you, and no untruth ever stays. —

D. Beltran. (To BON JUAN.) What?
B. Juan. It’s true —  unless memory serves me ill

There lives neither a gentleman nor lady 
By that name in Salamanca.

B. Beltran.(Aside.) Without
Doubt another invention of Garcia’s.
It is too clear. But now I must dissemble. —  
Well, long may you prosper under the cross 
Of Galatrava, and may you succeed 
To a rich knight commandery.

D. Juan. Believe
Always that the more I attain, the more 
I shall be in your debt. Forgive my failure 
To see you to your home, but I must go 
At once and thank the other gentlemen.

(Exit BON JOAN.)

(SCENE IX) .
. (DON BELTBAE, DON GARCfA, TRISTAN.)

D. Beltran. Help me, dear God! Is it possible I
Am not to be delivered from the humors 
Of this youth? That he spew lies in my own 
Beard even as I rebuke'him for that 
Tery thing? And worse, that I be so quick 
To accept his word in so grave a matter. 
Having heard beforehand the fame of his 
Beeeitfminess? But then, who had believed



Tristan„

Bo Garciao 
TristSn.,

Bo Garciao 
Bo Beltrano

Tris o(To BOH
/

Bo BeltrSn.

He would dare lie to me while I berated 
Him for lying? What judge s in passing sentence 
Upon a thief9 would once suspect the thief 
Of robbing, him while he spoke?

10

You’ve decided
To stay?

Yes, Tristan,

Protect you.
Them may Heaven

Father — •
Call me not your father 

But your enemy, vile cur, for he has 
lot my blood who resembles me in nothing.
Quit my sight, for by my Faith,■ I’ll not see —
The seas have risen to the skies. You’d best 
Hold ̂ off until a more favorable time. .

20Heavens, what curse is this? How can it be 
That one who loves the truth so much as I 
Should have a son of such contrary mind?
Is it possible anyone so careful 
Of his honor as I have been of mine 
Should engender an offspring with such base 
Inclinations| and that Bon Gabriel,
He who gave honor and life to my blood
And my grey hairs, should be carried away
At his prime? There are things which, if not viewed
In a Christian light —

Bo Garcia. (Aside.) What’s this?
Tristdm.(Aside to his master.)

Of here! Why do you stay?
Get out

B. Beltr&n. ‘ Leave us alone,
Tristan. But wait; stay, rather. Peradventure 
His shame in your knowing of his dishonor 
May work in him what respect for my grey 
Hairs could not. And. even if this shame fails 
To oblige him to mend his ways,, at least 
It will serve to herald his retribution. —  
Tell me, my frivolous young man, just what 
purpose have you? Explain, idiot, just 
What pleasure do you -draw from this unchecked



Buplieity? Even though yon Indulge 
This bent with everyone elsea eonld yon not 
Abstain while in my presence? To what end 
Bid yon feign this wedding in Salamanca 
Which robs my own word of validity?
With what eomntenanee shall I speak with those 
Whom I informed of yonr marriage to Bona 
Sancha Herrera? With what e©mntenameea 
When a learning that Bona Sameha was nothing 
More than a fabrication., they defame 
My noble grey hairs as accessories 
In the fraud? What method can be devised 
That will smecessfially remove this stain.
When close consideration shows that qnittlmg 
Myself of it is but to fasten it 
Upon my son; and when, revealing you 
To be the. cause, I must myself become 
The common crier of your infamy?
And if some amorous concern obliged
You to deceive me, what tyrant oppressed you?
What poniard menaced you? Only a father |
Merely a father. Why, that very name
Breathes an essence that should have been enough
To quiet your anxieties, for every
Old man was once a youth and,knows full well
The ferocity with which the quick flames
Of love catch at the youthful heart.

Then if
You know, perhaps the knowledge will to some
Extent exculpate me and help to win
Me your pardon. Father, and your forgiveness.
It was my belief that to.disobey 
You while I yet had the power to do 
Otherwise would be to shew small respect 
lor your grey hairs, and that was what obliged 
Me to deceive you. Error it was, not 
Transgression| not guilt, but ignorance, love 
Was the cause of it all. Father, and you 
Have said that love is cause enoughi And now 
That you’re aware of your injury, listen 
While I tell you of its beautiful cause $
For the wrong-doer herself shall atone 
The mischief she has done. Bona lucreeia, 
Daughter of Bon Juan de luna, the soul 
Of my life, is of highest birth and is 
Heiress of her house; and the only thing 
lacking to make me happy with her fair 
Hand is your consent and your declaration



that the report of my marriage began 
4s it did3 and that the report is false.

Do Beltran.

B. Garcia,

Tristan,

B. Beltran.

Ho<, noi In the name of Heaven3 be still*
Will yon seek to involve me in another?
Enomgh* 4t this jweture,"if yen inform 
Me it is daylight I mast think that yoa 
Beceive me.

Why so. Sir? That which may be 
Committed to deed is clear truth. And farther, 
Tristan, in whom yoa trust, has been a witness 
To my desires —  tell him, Tristan.

90

lord.
What he says is the case.

Bo yoa catch that? 
Say, are .you not ashamed to find it needful 
For your servant to affirm what you say?
Very well then: I shall speak to Bon Juan,
And may Heaven decree that he consent 
To the match; for certainly you are such 
That she is the one who stands most to lose 
By the bargain. But first I must look further 
Into this Salamanca matter. How 1 
My chief fear is that in telling me you 
Beceived me, you deceive me; for, although 
I knew the truth before talking with you,
Your confession casts it in a suspicious

B. Garcia. This is a pretty pass*
Tristan. Very pretty*

I thought for a'time you might have occasion 
To avail yourself of your Hebrew charm 
That restores disarticulated arms.

(Exeunt.)

(SCENE X)
( A room looking out upon a garden, in the house of BON JUAN BE LBIA«) 

(Enter BOH JUAN (the elder) and BOH SANCHO.)
B. Juan. The evening seems to have grown cooler.

Univ. of Arizona Library



Bo gancho.

Bo Juano

Bo gancho,

Bo Jo (Calls 
within o)

B o  ganchoo

Bo Juano

Cool to go down by the river. Bon Juan 
Be Luna, for a man of my yearso

Too

Then
We shall have the table set in the garden5
With the cold tempered, we can dine with greater
Eelisho

A wise'suggestion. We must find 
More temperate nights for the Manzanares 
Ones as extreme as this injure the health.
Luerecia, entertain your pretty guest 
In the garden this evening. •

May Cod grant 
That you see her well matched; she is an angel.
Besides which, she is net slow-witted; and.
As you may observe for yourself, Bon gancho. 
Although she's beautiful she is not vain.

10

(BCENE XI) •
(Enter a gBKVAKC to BOM JUAN and BQH SAHCHO.)

Servant.(To 
B. SAMCHO.)
B. Sanchoo

Bo Juan.
D. gancho.

Bon Juan de Sosa is here at the door 
And begs permission to see you.

At this
Hour?

It must be an urgent matter.
. Tell .

Him I should be pleased to have him come in.
(Exit the SERVANT.)

(SCENE XII)
(Inter BON JUAN (the gallant) with a paper. BON JUAN BE LUNA, BON SANCHO.)
Bo Juan, gal. Without this paper which you see, I never 
(To B.So) Should have come here; but having it, I lacked 

Patience to wait. My love would permit not



D° Sancho<

Bo. Jia.am.eldi,

A .second’s delayj since this is the course 
Wherein lies the attainment of my heart’s 
Desireo I've won acceptance in the Order.
If you still remember the pledge you made.
My triumph will oblige you to fulfill it.
Don Juan, my faith in you has been rewarded 
By your promptness in bringing me these glad 
Tidings. I shall go and bring you my fair 
Jacinta. You must forgive me for not 
Galling her| I'm afraid she is not dressed 
To receive you.

(Exit DON SANCHO.)
From the start I was sure 

Of your ultimate victory, for Heaven 
Always lends aid in a just cause's and though 
There was an onerous season of waiting.
There was never any real cause for doubt.

10

% (SCENE IIll) .
(Enter DON BELTRAN, DON GARCIA. and TRISTAN from the other side. 
DON JUAN BE LUNA, DON jmi DE SOSA.) : ' '
D. Beltran. This is not a fit occasion to speak

With him; he has visitors, and a matter 
Of such moment as this should be discussed 
Privately.

D. Garcia. On the contrary, Don Juan
DI Sosa will make a convenient witness 
To resolve any doubts grown out of that 
Salamanca story.

D. Beltran. To think it ever
Should be necessaryI It's nothihg. short 
Of infamyl But you.might entertain 
Him, however, while I apprise Don Juan 
Be Luna of our intent.

10

B» Juan, eld.

D. BeltrSn.
B. Juan, eld.

Don BeltrSn,
friend!

fly friend Don Juan!
At such an hour
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Such indulgence?
Do Beltran. 

D» Juan., eld. 

D. Beltran.

1 am enamored.
By which you must suppose

D. Juan., eld.

Fortunate is she 
Who is so deserving.

Forgive me if,
TM door being ©pen and myself being 
I friend of such long standing, I dared enter 
Unannounced.

Dispense with the ceremony.
And I'll bolster up my courage against 
The purpose of your coming.

D. Beltran.

D. Garcia. (To P. JUAN DE SOSA.)
To make it known to you.

It would please me

It seems, my lord.

D. Juan, gal. 

D. Garcia.

D. Juan, eld.

20

D. Garcia,

D. Juan, eld.

Don Juan, that you are a man who may be
Repressed for a time by the jealousy
Of an envenomed breast, but never conquered.
Believe me when I tell you how sincerely 
Gratified I was to learn of your triumph.
Don Garcia, as you are who you are,
I do believe you.

.'':V;A Jow you will succeed 
To a commandery as you deserve,
And as I desire.

Lucrecia has been 
So greatly favored that. I think I must 
Be dreaming. With my lord Don Juan's permission, 30 
Don Garcia, hear me a moment. Don 
BeltrAn has told me that you seek Lucrecia 
As your wife.

My soul, my happiness, honor 
life are in her hand.

I give you mine
Now in earnest of hers,

(They exchange handclasps.) 
• for I know how much

I stand to gain, and she knows too, unless 
I misinterpret what she said regarding
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Youo
D« Garcia, For so sovereign a gift as this

I beg jour feet, my lord. Don Juan de Luna,

(SCENE- XIV)
(Enter DON SANCHO, J&CIWfA and LUCRECIA to the others.)

Duereeia.

Jacinta,

D. Juan, eld.

After so many impediments, now 
At last your sweetest hopes have been fulfilled.
When your own are fulfilled, my happiness 
Will be complete,

She's coming with Jacinta, 
Wnaware of her new glory and looking 
- More disordered with"-excitement- than preened 
For a wedding. But let me ask her what 
Reward I may expect for bringing her 
This joyous news..

D. Beltran. (Aside to D. GAR.) There's Don Sancho. Now see 
What a fine fix I find myself ini

D. Garcia.
Sensible person will pardon an error 
Induced by love. —

lucrecia.(To D.JUAN, eld.)
In Salamanca?

But hasn't he a wife

D. Juan, eld. Merely an invention
To keep his father from arranging marriage 
With another.

Lucrecia.

D« Juanj eld.

D. Garcia,

10

If that is true, your will 
Is mine, and I am content.

Come, my fine 
Young gentlemen, and take your gracious brides 
Elect| for they confess themselves well pleased 
And are tenderly awaiting you.

Now
My actions will confirm my words.

(DON GARCIA and DON JUAN both approach JACINTA.)



Bo Juan, gal. And where
Are you going. Bon Sarcia? Luerecia 
Is over there.

Bo Garcia. 
Bo BeltrSn=

What do you mean —  lucreeia?
What's this?

Bo Garcia. (To JACINTA.) You are the mistress of my heWij.: 
W

B. BeItrdm. 

B. Garcia.

luerecia.

Bo BeltrSn,

B. Juan, gal. 

B. Sancho.

We have another?
I may

Have erred in the name, but there's no mistake 
About the person. You it is whom I 
Have sought, and it is you whom I adore.
And this deceitful note

(She takes out a paper.) 
written in your 

Own hand, does it not belie what you now 
Beclare?

How could you place me • in so shameful 
A position?

Give me your hand, Jacinta,
And put an end to this thing.

Give Bon Juan
Your hand.

Jaco(To B. JUAH, gal.) I am yours.
Bo Garcia. My glory is lost.
B. Beltran. Lord help me, if you will not have luerecia 

As your wife, then I will kill you myselfI
B. Juan, eld. I have given you my-hand on Luerecia's 

Behalf, and you have given me your own.
If you are so quickly changed by your mad 
Inconstancy, I must wash my dishonor 
In the blood of your veins.

TristSn. You are entirely 
To blame for everything| if you had told 
The truth from the start, Jacinta would this



Garciao

Moment be yours« Now there is no recourse.
Relent and give Lucre cia your hand| she 
Too is a fine lass.

I give you my hand
Then, since I must.

Here may be learned the danger 
In deceit| and our Senate will observe 
That a liar's words, although he speak sooth. 
Will all bear the stamp "The Suspicious Truth,"
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